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PREFACE

In September 1986 Rome Air Development Center awarded a contract to Sytek, Inc., of Mountain View,
California, to investigate techniques and tools for the specification and verification of secure
distributed systems. The effort consisted of three phases. During the first phase distributed systems
;ssues, such as temporal properties, database consistency, fault-tolerance, and adaptation, were

studied with respect to the specification requirements for distributed systems. During phase two,

existing specification/verification, database design, and other software engineering tools were to be
ana!yzed in light of 'he results of the phase one studies and a near-term workbench designed and
implemented Phase three was to look at the requirements and design of the next generation of tools.

In mid-1987 Sytek decided to divest themselves of the their research and development contracts
division. As a result, and despite many months of negotiation, it was decided to terminate the effort.

This report, written in July 1987, documents the database consistency study. The remaining studies
and the work done on the workbench design will be doc.mented elsewhere as a result of two very small
contracts to two of the subcontractors to do some clean-up work.
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1. Introduction

The design of complex Secure Distributed Systems requires the use of sophisticated software
tools to ensure the reliability of the software for demanding applications such as SDI Reliability of
software can be enhanced by careful specification and verification It is fair to say that no single
specification and verification tool, at present. can meet the taxing demands of a complex Secure Distri-
buted System Therefore, an integrated workbench of software tools is needed and will be developed
in the context of the present contract. Understanding the requirements of Secure Distributed Systems
is a prerequisite to the actual evaluation of existing software design tools and their selection for
integration in the workbench Therefore. the first phase of the present contract calls for three con-
current studies on temporal properties consistency and fault-tolerance of Secure Distributed Systems
This report addresses the issues of consistency in Secure Distributed Systems and focuses on the spe-
cial relationship between consistency and security in an SDS. their conflicts and possible trade-offs It
es:ablishes a unified frameviork for treatment of consistency and security in a coherent and flexible
manner ;t identifies approaches to consistency from a variety of disciplines and proposes how these
approaches may be useful in the realm of Secure Distributed Systems Finally attempts at formally
specifying consistency conditions are reported These specifications have highlighted strengths and
weaKnesses of some existing tools for formal specification and have led to the identification of new
features that are required for the successful formal specification of consistent secure distributed sys-
tems.

A basic condition for the reliable operation of a secure distributed system is the consistency of the
data Equally important is the requirement that data be handled in accordance with security policies
which determine who may access and modify data Since this report considers the interaction of data
consistency and security and their formal specification it is essential to introduce first a common ter-
minology Unfortunately many terms are used with different meanings in the security the formal
specification and the data management communities Because data management issues are mostly
confined to this report while formal specification and security issues are common themes throughout
the contract. we adapt conflicting terms from the data management realm and preserve the meaning a
term has originally in the security or formal specification realms We only depart from this approach
when we propose changes to the traditional meaning of some of these terms

Section 2 of this report introduces the notation for consistency and discusses the different types
of consistency conditions. their structure and evaluation. Consistency is analyzed in the context of a
database. Therefore. we introduce the model of a database. establish the notions of consistent data-
base states and the need for consistency conditions as an integral part of a database description We
look at consistency under different points' of view consistency under validation of database constraints
or consistency conditions. consistency under concurrent transactions consistency under replication
and consistency under failure recovery.

Section 3 expands on the conflicts that arise between consistency and security, particularly
integrity as used by the security community Many problems arise from the diffuse definition of
integrity. Therefore. the notion of integrity is refined and. building on the consistency conditions intro-
duced before. it is shown how security policies can be formulated in terms of constraints, thereby
establishing a common framework for consistency and security In such a framework security policies
can be adapted to the requirements of a particular environment or can be exchanged as security
requirements evolve. It is beyond the scope of this report to attempt the formulation of a complete
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new security policy. Instead. we present only the basic elements of a policy and cast them in the com-
mon framework for security and consistency.

Consistency is a dynamic property that has to be attained at the end of a given action or sequence
of actions performed on the database. Therefore. in Section 4 we discuss transactions as a means of
achieving atomicity and analyze their function in a database environment. For the sake of clarity. we
analyze first a single transaction on a non-distributed database and introduce the basic notions. In
subsequent portions we analyze the case of multiple transactions executed against a single database
and. finally, the case of multiple transactions in a distributed environment.

We discuss the notions of commit and the effect of evaluating constraints at the beginning of a
transaction (as required for security reasons) in contrast to doing it before committing the transaction
(as required for database integrity). We review the notions of a log. recovery and rollback. We
analyze the impact of external effects and consider necessary extensions to this notion caused by the
security requirements. We also look at some recent proposals for flexible consistency handling, both
through deferral of evaluation of consistency constraints . and through special actions that may be
required in response to certain database constraint violations These notions are just emerging in the
database literature and are included in the hope that they may trigger some discussion of these issues
in the context of secure systems.

In Section 5 we present examples of a database and some basic functions of a DBMS described in
an experimental extended version of SYSPECIAL. This specification language is extended with the
notions of a multilevel specification and a trace. With the help of these two constructs it is possible to
model database transactions and serialization protocols. such as two-phase locking. SYSPECIAL
proved to be a powerful tool for specifying consistency and security conditions in terms of
SYSPECIALs invariants and constraints. The specification of databases proved to be easy and the
specifications readable.

The main contributions that we discuss in this report are:

A unified framework for consistency and security. This framework encourages adaptability in the
sense that new security policies can be inserted by substituting sets of constraints, By using the same
representation for security and consistency. we lay the groundwork for checking compatibility of secu-
rity and consistency constraints. During an analysis of conflicts between consistency and security. we
detected that the notion of integrity. as used in the security community, appears to be ambiguous
Therefore. we divided the old notion of integrity into write-sensitivity and trustworthiness. This dis-
tinction avoids problems of downgrading write sensitivity when trustworthiness is degraded.

Security issues are analyzed in the context of transaction processing. both for the centralized case
and the distributed case. The focus on the processing of the transactions and the unified view of con-
sistency and security constraints is novel. This analysis is also carried out for the distributed case and
a discussion of non-serializable protocols and their security implications is presented.

A close look at concurrency control helped identify extensions that are desirable for specification of
consistent databases and the elements of a database management system. SYSPECIAL was experi-
mentally extended to include the notions of a two-level specification and of a trace. The novelty con-
sists in using the notion of a trace to support procedural constructs and the mappings between levels.
Using the extended SYSPECIAL. it was possible to specify a database and the rudiments of a DBMS
that uses two phase locking to provide serializability The initial success with the extensions warrants
further development
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2. Consistency

Consistency is a correctness property that is attained whenever data comply with a set of con-
straints or correctness conditions that are defined for a given collection of data To avoid confusion a
brief discussion on terminology is necessary

The terms consistency and integrity are used in the database realm almost interchangeably A
database possesses integrity (is consistent) if ail the integrity constraints defined for the database are
met and whenever individually correct transactions complete execution according to a consistency
preserving schedule. In the security realm. integrity has been used as a dual to security and usually
refers. in an ifl-difTerentiated manner both to write access rights and to trustworthiness We will not
belabor the usage of the words at this point this section will deal with database aspects of integrity
whereas the next section (Section 3) will use the term integrity as understood by the security com-
munity At this point we only intend to state the differences to justify our terminology and usage
Integrity will be reserved throughout this report for use in a security context. Consistency will be useri
whenever referring to database integrity. At the same time. if the usage of a term is unambiguous for
the context. then we prefer to use the term befitting the context without imposing any artificial restric-
tion.

Similarly, the terms constraint and invariant are well-defined terms in the SYSPECIAL
specification language. invariants being conditions defined on states. while constraints are defined on
operations. Unfortunately. these terms are commonly used in the database realm both when a correct-
ness condition is defined assertively on database states and when it is defined as a trigger associated
with an operation. To avoid confusion. we shal! use the term consistency condition instead of con.
straint whenever there is the possibility of confusion Otherwise. we shall use the term consistency
constraint since this term is best understood in a database context.

In this section we classify consistency according to four criteria validation of consistency con-
straints. consistency under execution of concurrent transactions. consistency under replication and
consistency after failure recovery. Before we proceed with the discussion of consistency. it is neces-
sary to introduce first a model of a database on which the correctness conditions can be defined

2.1 Specification of a Database

A database is the representation of a portion of the world through a structured collection of data
The valid structures are determined by the data model that is being used In the case of the relational
data model the valid structures are flat, tables composed of n-tuples. Each table or relation has an
intension and an extension. The intension of a relation is given by the attributes that comprise a rela-
tion. The extension of a relation is the set of ordered n-tuples in which each attribute is instantiated
A relation is defined as a subset of the cartesian product of the domains corresponding to the attri-
butes of the relation. That is

R C A1XA2X...XAn

The intention of all the relations comprising a database is called the schema of the database.
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For illustration purposes we will use the following database throughout this report:

Employee (SSN. Emp-name. Emp-address. department)

Employee-security (SS. clearance)

Projects (Proj-id. Mgr-SSU. department, classif. location. travelfunds)

Trip (Trip-id, origin. dest. d-left, d-arrived. contact, charges)

Proj-Empl (SSN. Proj-id)

Proj-Trip (Proj-id. Trip-id)

This database schema can be formally specified using SYSPECIAL and is shown in Section 5.
where all the Syspecial examples are consolidated and discussed.

For secure environments it is necessary that data in the database carry a classification tag There

are different forms in which tags can be assigned to data the same classification tag for all the data in
a relation. the same classification for all the instances of an attribute in a relation. the same
classification for all the data values in a tuple. or individual classification tags for each atomic value (at
the attribute level) in the database. We chose the last form for flexibility reasons. Each data value
can be tagged The values that a given tag can take are constrained through invariants defined on the
schema For reasons that are explained in the next section. each tag consists of a triplet of security
attributes: a read-sensitivity label a write-sensitivity label. and a trustworthiness label. The triplet is
specified using the notation <r. w. t>. where r. w. t can be viewed as functions representing the
read-sensitivity. write-sensitivity, and the trustworthiness respectively. The following is an example of
the specification of a relation with its security tags:

Employee (SSN<st>, Emp-name<st>. Emp-address<st>.department<st>)<st>

where each attribute as well as the relation Employee itself is associated with security tags It is also
possible to group the attributes in an arbitrary way to associate a security tag with the set of attri-

butes instead of individual attributes. A SYSPECIAL example of security tag representation for the
database shown above is described in Section 5.

At any given time the database is in a state that can be consistent or inconsistent. A database
state is consistent if all the data stored in the database conform to the consistency conditions defined
on the database and the operations that map one database state into another preserve consistency.

2.2 The Structure of Consistency Conditions

When analyzing the consistency conditions that can be enforced on a database and the transitions
from one database state to another we can identify essentially four groups of consistency conditions

that correspond to four different aspects of consistency Figure 2.1 summarizes the different aspects
of consistency and the types of consistency conditions
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2.2.1 Consistency under Validation

Consistency under validation encompasses the validation of consistency conditions defined on the
database. such as domains of attributes and relationship consistency conditions among two or more
attributes in the database. and structural consistency conditions that are often data-model dependent.

Domain consistency conditions can be described either as ranges or by explicit enumeration

Range consistency conditions determine acceptable values for an attribute and are expressed
through lower and/or upper bounds. for example. the lower bound for wages is given by the minimum
wage. or legal age values for employees may be between 18 and 65.

Enumeration consistency conditions determine acceptable values for an attribute by explicit
enumeration of the members of a set of discrete values for example the available classes on an air-
plane are coach. and first class. The values in the constraining set are constants like those used in
defining ranges

Relationship consistency conditions determine the relationship that exists among values of two or
more attributes in the database They are often extensions of the previous constraints, since those by
themselves prove to be too restricted in their expressive power. For example. the available flight
classes are a function of the origin and destination of the flight, since for national flights only coach
and first class are available on international flights however, the classes are economy, business and
first class. Relationship consistency conditions are also used to express other validation criteria among
attributes, such as those involving aggregates over an attribute or a direct rlationship between attri-
bute values in the database An example of a consistency condition detined over an aggregate could be
that no employee may receive a salary that is not within 5.000 dollars of the average for that job
description A consistency condition establishing the relationship among attributes can be as simple as
saying that no employee may earn more than his/her manager or as complex as a simulation of an
integrated circuit

Certain structural consistency conditions are intimately related to the database model that is being
used For example. the relational data model requires that each tuple in the database be uniquely
identified through a key A key-uniqueness consistency condition is important in the relational model
but is meaningless in other data models that do not depend on the notion of a key for identification of
tuples or records. Models that do not enforce the key-uniqueness property have other consistency
conditions. such as the number of component oblects or subordinate records Another example of
structural consistency conditions that have to be validated is the referential integrity constraint, which
specifies that an external key may not exist if the corresponding tuple with that same value as the pri-
mary key is not in the database.

Typically. consistency conditions are validated whenever a data value is written into the database.
In this respect. any security validation concerned with writing values to the database falls into the
same category. Security criteria ought to be expressed and validated in the same form as the other
consistency conditions that we have listed above. In addition to the validation at the time of writing
values into the database. security considerations also require a validation at the time of reading data
However, any security criterion can as well be expressed in the same format as the other consistency
conditions How this can be done is detailed in Section 3.
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2.2.2 Consistency under Concurrent Transactions

While consistency under validation deals with consistency conditions that are defined on the data-
base and have to be enforced for a new database state to be valid (i e. a transition from one state to
another has to be validated), consistency under concurrent transactions is concerned with ensuring
consistency under simultaneously executing processes Retrievals and updates to a database can be
grouped into transactions. A correct transaction takes a database from cne consistent state to
another consistent state However. if two or more correct transactions are executed against the same
set of data. and they are interleaved at random. the final result may not be the same as if the trans-
actions were executed sequentially one after the other The database may not end up in a consistent
state in spite of satisfying the individual consistency conditions

As an example. let two transactions modifying a bank account try to access the balance of an
account. one to add $100 and the other to subtract $200 from the same account. If the transactions
do not interleave correctly. then one of the two updates may be lost and the account may end up
either with $100 missing or with $200 in excess This will happen regardless of whether a static con-
sistency condition (e g final balance may not be negative) is met.

The solution is to impose dynamic ordering constraints that have to be satisfied during the execu-
tion of the concurrent transactions. The basic ordering is known as serializability and insures that the
effect of two or more transactions executed in parallel on the same data is the same as the effect of
executing the transactions sequentially. The problem one faces in formally specifying these constraints
lies in the nature of database processing Queries and update transactions are composed spontane-
ously by the user and the formal specification and verification of arbitrary transactions is beyond the
current state-of-the-art in formal specification and verification However. there is a large class of appli-
cations that require the data manipulation capabilities of a DBMS but have fairly stable data require-
ments that can be served by predefined queries and transactions. The problem is somewhat simplified
if the transactions executed over the database are fixed in number enabling their individual verification
as well as the mix using detailed static analysis

The theory of serializability for concurrent execution of transactions is at a mature stage both for
centralized and distributed model of database management systems. Many protocols that ensure seri-
alizability have been developed and proven by model-theoretic means We shall use them without
attempting to prove their correctness However, most of these protocols rely on the notion of read-
and write-locks which are potential information channels through which information can be tapped out
by locking data in a given pattern. Alternate protocols based on eventcounts have been proposed to
solve this problem. Given that the vast majority of concurrency control mechanisms are based on
locking schemes and that additional safeguards are required in the architecture of any functional sys-
tem. we will analyze concurrency control mechanisms based on locking in this report.

Other classes of non-serializable protocols that are based on timestamping or the notion of relaxa-
tion of consistency conditions are discussed in the next subsection. consistency under replication.
They are mostly applicable to distributed database systems with total or partial data replication
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2.2.3 Consistency under Replication

The third type ot consistency that needs to be considered is consistency of replicated data This
is a problem most common in distributed systems where multiple copies are maintained for reliability
and performance and inconsistencies arise when one copy is modified asynchronously To ensure con-
sistency of multiple copies of data additional synchronization mechanisms have to be defined and
enforced

The basic synchronization mechanisms assume strong consistency conditions. i e the consistency
conditions must be met by all copies of the replicated data or the transaction will be blocked The
underlying assumption is that communication channels are stable and that the network will not be par-
titioned. For environments in which this assumption is not met and where high availability is essential
(for example in military command and control systems). alternative notions of consistency have to be
defined and enforced One such mechanism is to defer the enforcement of consistency conditions with
the guarantee that eventually a consistent state will be established when communication is reesta-
blished

When serializability is not guaranteed. it becomes important to take compensating actions If we
assume that a transaction caused an effect on out-of-date data or because a consistency condition
could not be evaluated a compensating action is required For example if a previous booking of an
airline seat did not come through from a remote location a later booking may actually overbook the
flight in a given class. The airline can take compensating actions by either rebooking the passenger on
another flight, upgrading him to another class, or not doing anything hoping for a no-show

2.2.4 Consistency under Failure Recovery

A fourth aspect of consistency is related to failures of hardware or software in the system. In this
case the transactions against the data may be suspended before completion leaving the data in an
inconsistent state. To restore consistency, an older but consistent copy of the database has to be
activated and the recent changes have to be reexecuted satisfying the constraints as before To be
able to reconstruct the exact sequence of operations a log of all the transactions that were executed
from the last available consistent state has to be kept

The recovery problem entails a reexecution of the constrained actions that are discussed as con-
sistency under validation, concurrency and synchronization However. it is the maintenance of the log
that causes potential security threats.

2.3 Flexible Schemes for Consistency Condition Evaluation

The higher the degree of consistency one wants to enforce on a database. the higher is the price
in terms of performance and availability In a secure environment, additional conflicts arise between
consistency conditions and security requirements These are described in more detail in Section 3
These conflicts further reduce the availability of the database and it appears convenient to explore
ways of trading-off between consistency. availability, and security This can be done through the use
of flexible mechanisms for consistency condition evaluation

The flexibility consists in modifying two aspects of the currently used mechanisms for con-
sistency enforcement the timing of evaluation and the actions that are taken in response to a violation
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Commercially available database management systems offer. usually, one mode for constraint

evaluation constraints are precompiled with the schema definition and they are always enforced
Enforcement occurs when a modification is tentatively performed in the buffer and before a transaction
is ready to be committed to disk. If a consistency condition is violated the DBMS automatically

aborts the transaction This mechanism appears to be adequate for most conventional applications

but not for the secure distributed systems we are concerned with

In Section 4 we discuss the different timing needs of secure distributed systems and how deferred

evaluation of consistency conditions can alleviate some conflicts between consistency and security and
how that mechanism can increase availability even if this occurs at the expense of consistency These
trade-offs may be necessary in crisis situations when it is more important to get to the data in time

than protecting them or guaranteeing their consistency. We also discuss what alternative actions are

desirable, particularly in secure environments
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3. A Framework for Security and Integrity Policies

3.1 Security and Integrity Policies

The essence of any secure computer system is the protection of sensitive data. and claims that a
system protects its data from improper accesses must be demonstrated with as high a level of
confidence as possible (see [DOD85] for the Department of Defense evaluation criteria.) Therefore. a
number of formal models which attempt to capture the tjndamental protection requirements have been
proposed [LAND81 BELL73. BELL74 BELL75. BIBA77. FEIE77. FEIE79 FEIE8O, KSOS781. Most
formal discussions of secure computer systems divide the problem of protecting sensitive data into two
parts. security - protection from improper disclosure and integrity - protection from improper
modification (including creation and deletion)

Within the restricted notion of security, there is another distinction mandatory vs discretionary
controls Mandatory controls are those that are enforced by lavw stating that only individuals with
appropriate clearances may have access to certain data The restrictions on data are expressed by the
sensitivity level (e.g.. TOP SECRET). and possibly by compartment names (e g.. NATO) and caveats
(e g.. NO FOREIGN). Discretionary controls are those that rest with the person releasing particular
information, usually based on perception of the recipients "need to know.-

The issue of security is better understood than the more complicated one of integrity Studies
have concentrated more on formal security models than on integrity models Bonyun JBONY86].
Schell and Denning ISCHE86. and the working group on database integrity [NCCS861 have discussed
at length various aspects of integrity which translate into formal properties that are quite different
from those addressed by the traditional security policies. The thrust of our work is to provide a
unified framework for expressing security and integrity properties and for integrating these properties
into a database model that enforces the various aspects of consistency

One of the stated requirements for the Strategic Defense System [DRC86a DRC86b is the need
for security policies that are situation-dependent It is assumed that for peace-time operation the dis-
tributed computing system would not be stressed to capacity and that delays derived from security
enforcement are tolerable. On the other hand, any intruder has plenty of time to attempt to penetrate
the secure system. In a crisis situation the opposite is true: the computing system is stressed to its
capacity and an intruder has only a limited time to attempt penetration Therefore, it may be desirable
to use alternate. or adaptable. security policies. By modeling the security policies as constraints we
provide a flexible framework that allows the specification of alternate policies, the verification of these
policies, and the mapping of the policies into the underlying implementations

In designing an automated system to enforce security controls. the key issue is the formal com-
plexity of the rules to be enforced. Whichever aspects of integrity are considered important require-
ments for a particular application, and whichever types of controls are needed. the essential problem
from the system designer's point of view is the way in which the rules are to be expressed and
enforced. The analysis of the rules' complexities depends on the language used to express them. the
data model. the particular data schema. and the power of the software that will enforce the rules. It is
not our goal here to recommend specific security or integrity policies, indeed, it would be less useful to
develop a system that could accommodate only a single set of security and integrity properties
Instead. our goal is to describe the problems of security and integrity from the viewpoint of database
consistency and to investigate general techniques for enforcing whatever security and integrity policies
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are chosen for a particular application. In addition to providing a general basis for a group of systems
with different or changing requirements. this approach allows designers to identify and weigh the
consequences of different security or integrity requirements.

3.2 Policies as Database Constraints

3.2.1 The Use of Database Constraints

Early information and database management systems offer no support for centralized consistency
verification. Instead. each transaction has to include. interleaved in the application code. the necessary
consistency verification procedures. This approach simplifies the database management system but
places the burden of consistency enforcement on the applications programmer. is error-prone. and can-
not be used for enforcement of data access restrictions

A more sophisticated approach. and the one we develop here. views transactions as partial
descriptions of the proposed operations- The rules and policies that may affect the data access and
other operations on the data described by the transactions are expressed separately and are automati-
cally enforced by the system While this approach requires a language for expressing rules. software
for enforcing the rules. and an architecture which accommodates system-invoked additions to the origi-
nal transaction. it also results in many advantages. Rules that describe data accesses and data con-
sistency criteria are consolidated in one place. and they are expressed uniformly. This allows for
checking of mutual consistency among different rules that apply to the same data- Most important in
the context of our current project is the fact that expressing both consistency constraints and security
policies as sets of constraints defined on the database greatly increases verifiability In general. this
approach makes for both tighter control over data accesses and greater flexibility in the addition or
modification of rules.

3.2.2 Policies and Types of Constraints

The security and integrity policies for a particular application can be expressed as database con-
straints These constraints may be designated as strong or weak constraints Strong constraints.
which impose strict controls on data accesses act as enforcers of policies that limit unauthorized or
improper retrievals and updates. They filter out unauthorized transactions. letting only authorized
transactions proceed through the system. Strong constraints are used to enforce critical security and
integrity policies.

What. then. is the role of weak constraints in implementing security and integrity policies? Secu-
rity and integrity policies are. by nature. strict controls It doesnt make sense to allow "relaxations"
of these rules -- as it may. for example. in traditional database consistency enforcement However
weak constraints can play a very useful role within the context of security and integrity policies

The traditional dichotomy inherent in security and integrity policies can be refined instead of
merely describing allowable and disallowed events. the policies can describe disallowed events, allow-
able routine or expected events, and allowable exceptional or unusual events. Events in this added last
category. while meeting the strict security and integrity requirements of the application. may bear
watching For example. it might be allowable for certain trusted users. using certain transactions. to
violate the strict "no-write-down" integrity policy (Such a policy is mentioned in JFEIE77. KSOS78
LAND811 and discussed in more detail in a subsequent section). While these actions are explicitly
allowed, it might be desirable to mark these actions for later review Should an unexpected or suspect
pattern arise, a security official may decide to revise the policy or the classifications of some users or
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transactions

The ability to monitor certain events enhances the security policy, by allowing less restrictive poli-
cies where appropriate without relinquishing the opportunity of observing their use Together with the
use of a flexible framework for specifying policies the ability to monitor events provides a good basis
for adaptable and responsive policy designs While strong constraints express policies which describe
unallowable actions weak constraints can be used to capture those policies which describe events to
be monitored Thus. weak constraints provide an automated means of handling legal but nonetheless
exceptional. events

To summarize security and integrity policies are defined through the statements of the policies
and also through the determination of which policies will be modeled as strong constraints -- requiring
strict enforcement -- and which as weak constraints -- suggesting monitoring An example of how
strong and weak constraints can be used together follows in Section 3 4 5

3.3 Conflicts Between Security and Consistency

While it is extremely useful to vie,, security and integrity requirements as paralle! to the more
traditional database consistency requirements there may be some conflicts between the two Security
requirements mandate st'ict restrictions on data flow and strong separation of data while database

consistency motivations tend toward increased analysis of complex relaticnships across broad ranges
of data Enforcing a database consistency con...aint will typically involve reading data items that are
not explicitly mentioned in the given update being tested In the database consistency world this is a
good thing -- the user need not be aware of the many important relationships that constitute database
consistency In the security world the same approach represents the potential for serious security
breaches

With some information about the constraints that the system enforces a user may be able to
infer much about specific data values and the presence or absence of data with certain values by sub-
mitting updates that cause a given constraint to be checked Suppose. for example that in the project
database there is a constraint that Department HQ-87 has no more than $200000 in total available
travel funds Suppose furthermore. that Department HQ-87 sponsors a number of projects some of
which are classified SECRET and some of which are classified TOP SECRET A user vith a

SECRET clearance may know that the total available travel funds shown for SECRET projects !s
$80 000 Suppose that this user submits an update (either innocently or maliciously) to add a new
SECRET project to the database This new project has a value of $5.000 for avail travel. If the
update is denied with the user either being told directly or inferring that the denial is based on exceed-
ing the departments total available travel funds then the user knows -- despite the SECRET clearance
-- that there must be between $.15 000 and $120 000 in travel funds allocated to TOP SECRET pro-
jects in Depdrtment HQ-87

Consistency constraints are metadata i e data that describe the data Whether these database
consistency constraints are described by clauses or in a parameterized form in a constraint base they
have to be treated exactly like all the other data in the system with the added precaution that. because
of their higher degree of abstraction. they may convey general information about whole segments of
the database. Therefore. more information may be transmitted by reading a constraint than by a sin-
gle, less abstract, data value. An immediate conclusion that can be drawn from this conflict is that
constraints, since they carry information, have to be subjected to at least the same classification as
the data to which they apply.
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This solution highlights another problem. namely. as soon as a constraint spans more than a sin-
gle level of classification it will enter into conflict either with the secrecy policy of 'no read up" or with

the integrity policy that will not allow a t:.-nsaction of a higher level of integrity to commit because it
used in the constraint validation process data of lower integrity. Thus. in the case of the user with
SECRET clearance attempting to add a nev, SECRET project. the update would be barred because
enforcing the constraint on total available t.ravel funds may require reading TOP SECRET data.

The only safe solution to this problem appears to be the limitation of constraints to a single level

of classification. This limitation may. however. impair the overall consistency of the database in two
forms. First. constraints that are defined on aggregate values, as is the constraint on total available
travel funds. can only be enforced if all the instances of a given attribute or data element have the
same classification, and second. no constraints defined on types are legal if the types may contain
instances of a lower classification.

If security is to be enforced through views, i e a mechanism that presents to the user only those
data for which he or she has clearance and gives the illusion that those are all the data again the con-
straint may not span more than one classification level If a constraint is defined globally. i e on the
.hole database but is applied only to the data in a view inconsistencies may arise

The solution to the previous problem lies in the decomposition of constraints in such a way that it
reflects the composition of the underlying data and can be aggregated upwards For example. suppose

that in addition to the constraint that total available travel funds be limited to $200.000 there is
another constraint that iimits total available travel funds for SECRET projects to $125 000. The need
to restrict users with SECRET clearances from learning about TOP SECRET data implies then. that
there must also be a constraint that no more than $75.000 of travel funds can be at the TOP

SECRET classification Otherwise. users with SECRET clearances might see a situation in which an
update is disapproved although the total available travel funds at the SECRET level would remain less
than $125 000 The SECRET user could then still infer the travel funds at the TOP SECRET level
Even if the SECRET user does not know the global travel fund constraint. I e . even if the restriction
of all travel funds is classified at the TOP SECRET level, problems can still arise If there is no
separate restriction of TOP SECRET travel funds. the SECRET user can still infer partial information
about TOP SECRET projects whenever updates that would leave SECRET available travel funds at
less than $125 000 are denied. This simple example illustrates the need for testing of constraints for
internal consistency

The possibility to infer something from the denial of service raises the question as to what should

be the appropriate action if a constraint is violated. Even seemingly innocuous constraints, such as
those specifying the uniqueness of keys. may cause inferences by denial of service. For example the
constraints that every key has to be unique. allows a user with lower clearance to infer that another
object with the same key but higher level of classification already exists. based on a rejection of an
insertion because key uniqueness is violated.. Thus. a malicious user could try to insert a number of
new projects with low classifications, in an attempt to "guess' the project id of a highly-classified pro-
iect.

A solution that is generally recommended for this kind of problem is to use poly-instantiation

allowing the insertion of objects with the same visible identifier but modifying the identifier by con-
catenating the visible identifier with the classification. This solution. however, causes another con-
sistency problem. The instances at the different levels may contain different values for a given attri-

bute and additional constraints would be needed to make the copies compatible
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The main conclusions which can be drawn from this discussion of conflicts are.

1. Constraints have to be classified at the highest level of the data they touch

2 Certain constraints, for example key uniqueness produce covert channels that have to be
blocked by techniques. such as poly-instantiation [DENN86

3 Denial of service can result in a covert channel. therefore it is necessary to specify actions that
are adequate as response for a violation of a given constraint The definition of a constraint at
database design time should include the definition of the proper action to be taken upon viola-

tion of the constraint

4 The design of a database has to include the design of the database consistency constraints
defined on that database. Database design tools have to include support mechanisms that help
the database designer to spot potential conflicts between consistency and security constraints

5 When security and other database consistency requirements conflict, the precedence of con-
straints has to be established For sensitive applications, security should have precedence over

other consistency considerations Other applications may have different requirements Note
that .-,hen constraints are selectively enforced. ie when not all constraints are satisfied at all
times. there may be serious problems raised by the presenct of suspect or inconsistent data
If this data is read by later transactions or by the constraint enforcement module. there may
be a cascading effect Whole segments of the database may become questionable In an appli-
cation designed to selectively enforce constraints, it is imperative to specify the actions to be
taken when suspect data is introduced.

6 Compatibility of consistency constraints and security policies should be tested as far as possi-
ble. at database design time

7 Given the trade-offs between database consistency and security and the need for evaluation of
compatibility it appears most convenient to have a common format for security and other con-
sistency constraints. Constraints should be expressible in some language based on logic for
conversion into theorems and automatic proof of correctness

While pointing out the advantages of expressing security policies as database constraints, we must
also emphasize the critical differences between security classification data and other data The secu-
rity classification information, or "tag." that is associated with each controlled data item (be it a whole
data type a single record. or an individual field) has a special role The values of these tags determine
access to the associated data items When the tags are changed. so are the access rights to data in
the database Access to the tags is. of course, subject to the same controls as other data accesses
However. updates to classification tags must be even more carefully limited and synchronized to
prevent even momentary anomalies in the access rights.

It is too restrictive to require that all security policies employ completely static classification tags
For a secure DBMS to successfully meet the demands of a given application, changes in security
classifications must be allowed. In addition to the strong requirement to handle sanitizations and
classification downgradings. security classifications must be able to change as situations change
While it is possible to define a security policy that assumes that tags only change as the result of
infrequent specialized transactions. such a policy must be very restrictive, A less restrictive policy that
allows for special circumstances. on the other hand. may need to mandate changes in the tags to
reflect the special actions taken
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A policy with static integrity classifications. for example. may not allow a subject to write data
with an integrity tag value lower than that of the data read. Another policy may allow this "write-
down' in special cases (e.g. if requested by a highly trusted user). but might increase the integrity tag
value of the written data to match that of the read data In this case. the policy itself would specify
the action to be taken

In the next section. we give some examples of static and dynamic security and integrity policies

and show how they might be expressed as database constraints. We define a model that divides the
standard notion of 'integrity' as used in the security literature into two parts. using this extra preci-
sion to define a number of possible policies. By dividing the integrity classification tag into two tags.
we can allow changes to a single tag while requiring the other to remain static. This type of policy can
accommodate some useful special cases without relaxing important integrity requirements. In the next
section. we discuss the significance of dividing "integrity" into two components

3.4 An Example of Security and Integrity Policies

3.4.1 Basic and Restrictive Policies

To illustrate the use of weak and strong constraints as stdtements of security and integrity poli-
cies. we have formulated a sample policy that is similar to the models in [BIBA77. FEIE77. KSOS781
We have relied on the formulations in [LAND81]. These models ascribe two types of ratings. or sensi-
tivity levels, to users. functions. and data security and integrity. We believe that the notion of
integrity in these systems is very broad and so our model explicitly divides this notion into two parts
Therefore. our policy involves three types of ratings for all controlled users. functions. and data.

"Integrity. as it is used in the security literature, is a measure of the value and criticality of the

data Data with high integrity must be protected from compromising write operations. There are.
however, two aspects to a data item's integrity. The first is its sensitivity, the amount of damage that
could be caused by malicious (or erroneous) modifications. The second is the reliability of the data
item as a correct reflection of the real world. The two aspects are often difTerent. and they have been
separated explicitly in the model below

A discussion of the ways in which the separation of these aspects leads to more precise security
policy statements follows the definitions of the three types of ratings used in our model

Types of Ratings

1. Read-sensitivity (Security): a measure of the amount (type) of damage that could be caused
by improper disclosure.

2. Write-sensitivity (part of the notion of 'integrity' as it appears in the security literature), very
similar to read- sensitivity -- a measure of the amount (type) of damage that could be caused
by improper modification.

3. Trustworthiness (also usually included in standard literature as part of "integrity'): a measure
of the reliability of the user. function. or object.

If a subject (a user or function) has a high read-sensitivity rating. the understanding is that the

subject is not likely to disclose secure information improperly. Then. such a subject might be trusted
to read highly secure data and write less secure data (ie.. if it wanted to disclose the highly secure
data it could anyway.) Of course. the problem is not so much that the subject might deliberately
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disclose data (even to a confederate), but that it might unknowingly use this data in such a way that
some other malicious user with a (deservedly) lower security rating might get or infer the data This.
then. is where a separate trustworthiness rating comes in Think of trustworthiness here as being an
indicator of 'smartness" or "subtlety" Although it seems highly impractical and imprudent to rate
users 'smartness- as such. it might actually be that it is useful to assign users trustworthiness rat-
ings based on their knowledge of the system Thus, those with a very good idea of (and access to)
large portions of the database would likely have high trustworthiness ratings The trustworthiness rat-
ings might be based in part on understanding of the workings of the DBMS and/or on depth of under-
standing of the application

The key to this model is that a subject or object may well have different values for the three
types of ratings For example. an employees salary might have a read-sensitivity rating of CONFI-
DENTIAL but a write-sensitivity rating of TOP SECRET Missile targets could have very high read-
and write-sensitivity ratings, meaning that improper disclosure or modification could be extremely
detrimental to national security but a particular entry could have a relatively low trustworthiness rat-
ing (meaning perhaps. that the target was picked on the basis of incomplete intelligence reports) We
show how different policies can exploit this distinction between write-sensitivity and trustworthiness

The three types of ratings may be expressed using three different scales or domains of values or
they may be expressed using the same scales The choice depends largely on the policies and pro-
cedures already in place and on the system-enforced policies to be defined In some applications read-
and write-sensitivity and trustworthiness may be closely related. for example information that is
regarded as highly trustworthy may be more write-sensitive than its less trustworthy counterparts In
this case trustworthiness ratings may be some function of read- and write-sensitivity ratings In other
applications, complicated security policies may involve other combinations or cross-comparisons, sug-
gesting a single scale for all ratings

We use r- w- and t-rating to abbreviate read-sensitivity write-sensitivity, and trustworthiness
ratings. respectively

To demonstrate the use of these types of ratings we begin with the formal properties described
and used by the KSOS project [KSOS781 as described in [LAND81] and reformulate them in terms
of r- w-. and t-ratings The reformulated properties highlight the different roles of write-sensitivity
and trustworthiness in what was originally the single "integrity" quality We then discuss some useful
expansions and modifications of these policies and show how they can be expressed through some sim-
ple additions to the basic constraints

The policies described below ensure four basic and fairly strict, restrictions

1 READ AUTHORIZATION. A subject has read access to an object only if the subjects r-rating
is greater than or equal to the r-rating of the object. (Essentially the simple security property
of Bell and LaPadula fBELL74I.)

2. WRITE AUTHORIZATION: No subject has write access to any object that has a w-rating
greater than the w-rating of the subject. (The exact dual to the preceding property )

3 NO WRITE-DOWN: A subject can modify an object 02 in a manner dependent on an object
01 only if the r-rating of 02 is at least that of 01.
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4. TRUSTWORTHINESS: A subject can modify an object 02 in a manner dependent on an
object 01 only if the t-rating of O1 is at least that of 02. (Information may not flow from less
trustworthy data to more trustworthy data.)

3.4.2 Basic Security Constraints

We will use r(f). w(f). t(f) to refer to the read-sensitivity. write-sensitivity, and trustworthiness
ratings (respectively) of a function reference f. Similarly. r(v). w(v). and t(v) refer to the ratings of a
state variable v. In what follows. we will assume that the three types of ratings use the same
domains. We use <= to refer to the partial ordering over this domain In an application with different
domains for the three ratings, specialized comparators would of course have to be used.

READ CONSTRAINT If function reference f depends on state variable v. then

r(v) <= r(f). AND t(f) <= t(v)

Note that in the read constraint the KSOS use of integrity is replaced by our use of trustworthi-
ness (not write-sensitivity).

WRITE CONSTRAINT. If function reference f may affect the value of state variable v then

r(f) <= r(v) -- same as in KSOS
AND w(v) <= w(f) -- as in KSOS. buy divided into write authority
AND t(v) <= t(fo -- and trustworthiness here

READ/WRITE CONSTRAINT If function reference f may cause the value of state variable v2 to
change in a way dependent on state variable vi. then

r(vl) <= r(v2) -- same as in KSOS
AND t(v2) <= t(vl) -- trustworthiness for KSOS' "integrity' here

The necessary read and write authorizations are covered by applying the preceding two constraints
to this situation This constraint is very similar to the read/write constraint in the KSOS model, with
the notion of integrity divided into write-sensitivity and trustworthiness Some variations that lessen
the restrictions of this constraint are discussed below

3.4.3 Policies Involving Dynamic Ratings

One major way of changing the security and integrity policies of an application is to allow
system-invoked changes to objects* ratings 'in some cases In these cases. the system would allow
selected operations that would have been blocked by the strict policies, but it would also ensure that
relevant ratings are changed.

For example. rather than the strict controls on the flow of trustworthy data given above, it may
be desirable in some applications to allow less trustworthy data to affect more trustworthy data In
these cases. it is probably reasonable to make trustworthiness a more dynamic property The con-
straints used to enforce the policies might have associated actions that would automatically change an
object's t-rating. The policies used to determine the new t-rating would be expressed as a mathemati-
cal formula. The trustworthiness of a changed variable may be the minimum of all relevant
trustworthiness levels, for instance, or it may be higher if the function reference that changed it had a
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high trustworthiness rating (The assumption is that such a trustworthy function would not use less
trusted data unless it had other reasons to do so

The framework we propose is well-suited to this approach In the sample constraints given above.
each constraint had an (implicit) associated action to disallow an operation that violated the constraint
This same mechanism can be used to define automatic changes to ratings by relaxing the definitions of
the constraints somewhat. and adding new actions An illustration is given in the following version of
the read/write constraint and its associated action

READ/WRITE CONSTRAINT: If function reference f may cause the value of state variable v2 to
change in a way dependent on state variable v1. then

r(vl) <= r(v2) -- same as in KSOS
r(vl) <= r(f) -- read authorization included explicitly

here for completeness of example

w(v2) <= w(f) -- write authorization included explicitly
here for completeness of example

ACTION t(v2) = min(t(f) t(vl).t(v2))

3.4.4 Policies Involving Trusted Agents

The division of the "integrity" rating into w- and t-ratings allows for the definition of policies that
are more responsive to special situations Here we discuss policies that include special privileges for
trusted users. or agents.

A subject with a high r-rating. but a lesser t-rating might not be allowed to "write-down". If the

subject has a high t-rating. though. it may be allowed to write-down. The trustworthiness rating may
be a way of capturing the different types of write functions -- one function might simply copy some
data (this is the quintessential "write-down") while another function might retrieve some information
for a general. and record the generals changes to other information. The assumption here is that the
general has sufficient knowledge of the database to ensure that the data written will not betray the
higher level information retrieved earlier and the software correctly implements these changes. The t-
rating of a function will typically depend on the t-rating of the user invoking the function and the

degree of verification of the implementation of that function.

The version of the read/write constraint given here illustrates one policy that allows trusted func-
tions to violate the trustworthiness policy. This formulation is meant only to suggest how such a pol-
icy might be expressed: other variations are of course possible That is the goal of describing a gen-
eral framework for the enforcement of security and integrity policies.

READ/WRITE CONSTRAINT: If function reference f may cause the value of state variable v2 to
change in a way dependent on state variable vi. then

w(v2) <= w(9
AND r(vl) <= r(f)
AND { [r(vl) <= r(v2) AND t(v2) <= t(vl)]

OR max(t(v),t(v2)) <= t(f) }
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This constraint expresses the policy that the function f must always have a sufficiently high w-
rating to write v2 and a sufficiently high r-rating to read v1. Furthermore. information should not flow
from more r-sensitive to less r-sensitive. nor from less trustworthy to more trustworthy unless the
function is at least as trustworthy as the most trustworthy data involved

3.4.5 Use of Weak Constraints

The policy just described involves a relaxation of the strict constraints, but only in the case of
sufficiently trustworthy functions. This is exactly the type of situation mentioned earlier in the discus-
sion of strong and weak constraints. Up to this point, all the constraints defined have been treated as
strong constraints This is natural. in that security and integrity policies must be strictly enforced if
they are to be useful at all However. when policies are defined to allow special cases (such as trusted
functions). the role of weak constraints becomes very important.

Perhaps surprisingly, the inclusion of weak conditions in our framework serves to strengthen
rather than weaken control over a system s security and integrity The key point here is to view weak
constraints not as unenforced constraints but as descriptions of events to be monitored The interplay
of strong and weak constraints is critical all the necessary restrictions are expressed as strong con-
straints and therefore strictly enforced. and any special cases or questionable situations are expressed
as weak constraints and therefore monitored The way that these situations may be monitored
depends on the application When a weak constraint is violated for example the relevant information
may be added to a log the changed data may be marked or a message may be immediately sent to a
responsible authority

In the example of the policy involving trusted functions it may be desirable to keep a log of the
function id (including user id). data involved, and timestamp of all Functions which were allowed to act
only because of their trusted status. This log could then be reviewed periodically to find suspicious
patterns If this log were itself part of the controlled data in the database. certain types of additions
to the log could themselves be described as weak constraints and these constraints in turn could be
responsible for sending warning messages to authorities

To illustrate the way in which weak constraints could be used to monitor specific situations sup-
pose we express a policy using the strong read/write constraint given in the previous section

STRONG READ/WRITE CONSTRAINT: If function reference f may cause the value of state
variable v2 to change in a way dependent on state variable vi. then

w(v2) <= w(9
AND r(vl) <= r(f)
AND { (r(vt) <= r(v2) AND t(v2) <= t(vl)l

OR max(t(vl).t(v2)) <= t(f) } -

This strong constraint will ensure that no violations of this policy are allowed However. we might
want to augment our system by monitoring which functions would have violated the policy had they
not been sufficiently trustworthy. Therefore. we would define the following weak constraint.

WEAK READ/WRITE CONSTRAINT If function reference f may cause the value of state vari-
able v2 to change in a way dependent on state variable vi. then

NOT [r(vi) <= r(v2) AND t(v2) <= t(vl)I
AND max(t(vI).t(v2)) <= t(f)
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Notice that there is no need to do any testing of read and write authorizations in the weak con-

straint: read and write authorizations are strict requirements and are enforced through the strong con-

straint. The only situations ever tested by the weak constraint are those that satisfy the strong con-

straint. To reiterate. the strong constraints are the barriers to improper reads and writes. while the

weak constraints are observers of particular allowable events,
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4. Security Issues and Transaction Processing

In this section we study the interaction of security constraints with the interleaved execution of
transactions We highlight the new problems that surface when the interplay of security constraints
and processing of transactions is investigated for a variety of contexts. centralized database systems
and distributed database systems with and without data replication Our aim is to use th, common
framework that has been proposed in this report (for specification. verification and enforcement of
database consistency constraints as well as security constraints) for modeling the synchronization
mechanisms that take into account the security as well as data correctness aspects

We first introduce the notions of a transaction. atomicity. commit and then review several con-
currency control mechanisms that are currently used for the interleaved execution of a set of trans-
actions in the centralized database context. We then discuss the interplay of security issues with
transaction processing in centralized databases The discussion is extended to the distributed case.
and in the last subsection we present flexible concurrency control mechanisms and discuss some of the
implications of relaxing basic consistency notions

4.1 Transaction Model for Specifying Consistency under Concurrent Execution

A database system may be viewed as a triple <D. C. T>. where D is the set of database entities.
C is the set of constraints over D. and T is the set of all programs that may access D A program is
a sequence of actions. A program when executed alone is assumed to preserve consistency. that is.
transform a consistent state of D to another consistent state In order to run programs with maximal
concurrency (to increase performance). actions from several programs are interleaved and allowea to
simultaneously operate on the entities of D Unless some control is exercised to restrict the way in
which concurrently executing actions of several programs are interleaved, the actions may interfere.
resulting in various anomalies (lost updates. inconsistent retrievals, inconsistent updates) and leave D
in an inconsistent state

Hence. it is important. in the context of a database. to guarantee that an action or a sequence of
actions (referred to as a program above) appears to be executed in isolation and in its entirety or not
executed at all This concept is expressed using the notion of atomicity. A transaction is defined as a
program which is executed atomically that is

a) the transaction accesses shared data without interference from other transactions. and

b) if the transaction terminates normally. then all its effects are made permanent. otherwise it has
no effect at all.

Note that a transaction is assumed to satisfy the consistency constraints at the beginning and
after the transaction executes to completion (vacuously true for abnormal termination under atomi-
city) Note also that one purpose of grouping a sequence of actions into an atomic transaction is that
the consistency constraints may be violated temporarily before the termination of the transaction For
example. in an electronic fund transfer the account is debited before the other account is credited (or
vice versa) and the condition that the sum of account balances before and after the transaction is the
same is temporarily violated. Commit is an operation executed by the DBMS that indicates the
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normal completion of a transaction and that all its effects should be made permanent. Similarly. abort
signifies an abnormal termination of a transaction and that all of its effects should be ooliterated.

In a multi-user system it is unreasonable to assume that the transactions are executed in isolation

one after the other (serially) from the performance point of view. However. if transactions are exe-
cuted concurrently interleaving actions from a set of transactions in an arbitrary manner. the actions
are likely to interfere with each other resulting in a database state that does not belong to the set of
valid states that result from executing the transactions serially At the same time if a transaction
were to terminate abnormally (program failure. system failure, intentional abort). the effect of that
transac!'on needs to be undone in some way.

Hence. the notion of atomic execution of transactions gives rise to two problems. namely. the con-
currency control problem and the recovery problem. Concurrency control ensures that each trans-
action submitted to the system executes atomically This is achieved by controlling the interleaving of
concurrent transactions, to give the illusion that transactions execute serially, one after the next. with
no interleaving (and hence no interference) at all. On the other hand. recovery control monitors and
controls the execution of each transaction so that the database includes only the results of trans-
actions that run to normal completion If a failure occurs while a transaction is executing. and the
transaction is unable to finish executing. then the recovery control must wipe out the effects of the

partially completed transaction Moreover. it must ensure that the results of transactions that do exe-
cute to completion are never lost.

Security issues influence both the strategies chosen for concurrency control as well as for
recovery We concentrate mostly on concurrency issues in this section without going into the details
of recnvery control.

A variety of concurrency control mechanisms are currently used for the interleaved execution of a

set of transactions. Proving the correctness of a given concurrency control mechanism (such as lock-
ing. timestamp ordering etc.) requires showing that the mechanism produces only serializable execution
histories An execution is serializable if it produces the same output and has the same effect on the

database entities D as some serial execution of the same transactions. Since serial executions are
correct (assuming that the individual transactions are correct) and serializable executions correspond to
a serial execution. it follows that serializable executions are correct

The theory of serializability is concerned with achieving this illusion without executing transactions

in isolation. Serializability is the definition of correctness for concurrency control in database manage-
ment systems. It gives precise rules and conditions for the correctness of concurrent execution of

several transactions. A concurrency control algorithm is correct if all of its possible executions are
correct. Since execution of transactions is modeled by histories (also known as logs or schedules) and
serializability conditions are stated in terms of histories over transactions. we examine the characteris-
tics of histories and transactions below

4.1.1 Transactions
A transaction T. is a partial order with ordering relation <. where

I I
1. T. is asubset of {ri[x]' wifx] x is a database entity} U {a. c.}.
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2. a. is a member of T. ifi c. is not a member of T..I I 1 1

3. if t is c., or a. (whichever is in Ti). for any other operation p in Ti.p <., t:

4 if ri[x]. wi[x] is a member of T.. then rI[xj <I wi[x] or wi[x] <i ri[x

The above model of a transaction from [BERN87] captures the database operations (such as read
(r). write (w). commit (c) and abort (a)) and not other details of a transaction such as initial values
assignments. etc The notation o[xJ stands for the operation o on the database entity x. where o can
be any of the database operations mentioned above We will later introduce additional database opera-
tions

4.1.2 Histories

A history indicates the execution order along with the interleaving of the actions of a set of trans-
actions. A history is again a partial order as the operations can be executed in parallel A history is
also required to preserve the order of operations as specified by an individual transaction

In addition. a history captures the order of all conflicting operations that appear in it. Two opera-
tions are said to conflict if they both operate on the same database entity and at least one is a write
Thus rjxj conflicts with w[xJ whereas w[y] conflicts with both r[y] and w[y].

Formally a history H corresponding to a set of transactions T = {T1 . T 2 ' .Tn} is a partial order
with ordering relation < h where

1 H is the union of elements in T.

2 <h is a superset of the union of <". and

3 for any two conflicting operations p q belonging to H either p <h q or q <h P

A history represents a possibly incomplete execution of transactions

4.1.3 Serializability Theorem [BERN87J

It is possible to determine whether a history is serializable by analyzing the graph derived from the
history called the serialization graph Let H be a history over T = {T 1. T 2''... Tn} The serialization
graph (SG) for H. denoted by SG(H). is a directed graph whose nodes are the transactions in T that
are committed in H and whose edges are all Ti - T. (Ti < > Tj) such that one of Tis operations pre-
cedes and conflicts with one of Tj's operaltions.

A history H is serializable ifT SG(H) is acyclic.
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4.1.4 The Effects of Serializability

There are basically two approaches to concurrency control. each addressing different sets of

requirements. The first approach. serializability, was defined above. The advantage of this approach
is that the database consistency can be guaranteed by requiring that each transaction individually
preserves consistency. The disadvantage of serializability is that it requires analyzing each transaction

as it is submitted. and backing-out (undoing the effect of the transaction) or blocking (disallowing)
transactions which would conflict with other transactions Serializability also often has an adverse
effect on transaction throughput. because a transaction must wait until a conflicting transaction com-
mits and releases loc- before it can execute. Deadlock detection and resolution and deadlock
avoidance are other problems that coexist with concurrency control mechanisms proposed in the litera-
ture

An alternative approach is to allow transactions to run non-serializably. providing high transaction
throughput. An example of this is one developed by CCA for the RADC- and DARPA-sponsored SAC
C3 project [SARI85] Under this approach transactions are never blocked due to concurrency controls
Interdependent transactions may be run concurrently on different processors. and database incon-
sistencies may result. Should any inconsistencies arise, each processor analyzes the log of executed
transacticns and takes appropriate steps to restore consistency These steps may involve undoing and
redoing some transactions or running new transactions which compensate for the inappropriate actions
of other transactions When serializability is not enforced. although database consistency is not
guaranteed at all times (unlike the previous approach) it is guaranteed eventually The advantage of
the approach is that it allows a large number of transactions to be processed without the immediate
imposition of concurrency controls. and consequently it allows transactions to be processed in a distri-
buted environment even when some processors cannot communicate with each other

4.2 Concurrency Control Mechanisms

Various mechanisms have been developed to enforce the conditions of the serializability theorem

during the execution of a set of transactions They include locking. timestamp ordering serialization
graph testing. optimistic strategy and synchronization with eventcounts and sequencers In each case

it has been shown that a scheduler. using a particular technique. generates only serializable schedules
Informally a scheduler is a program or a collection of programs which controls the concurrent execu-
tion of transactions It exercises control by restricting the order of execution of actions (read. write.

commit. abort) associated with concurrently running transactions The goal of the scheduler is to
order and execute the actions of transactions in such a way that the resulting schedule is serializable
(and recoverable)

Among the available techniques for concurrency control. locking has been studied extensively and
has been widely used in extant database management systems Below. we briefly examine some of

the strategies.

4.2.1 Locking

Locking is a mechanism commonly used to solve the problem of synchronizing access to shared
data In this scheme every database entity has associated with it a unique lock. A transaction must
lock an entity before it can access it Basically by locking an entity. a transaction ensures that it is
inaccessible to other transactions while it is being modified If an entity is not already locked then a
transaction can lock it with a 'lock action If a transaction attempts to locK an entity which is already
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locked, then it either waits for the entity to be unlocked, aborts itself. or preempts the transaction
holding the lock. A transaction can relinquish the lock on a entity by an 'unlock* operation.

Transactions access database entities either for reading or for writing them. Hence two types of
locks are assumed. namely. read locks and write locks. Let Readlock[x] and Writelock[x] denote the
read lock and the write lock on database entity x. respectively Similarly. Readunlock[x] and
Writeunlock[xJ are used for unlocking the database entity x. The definition of a transaction is
extended to include the lock and unlock operations.

Two locks plijx ] and qI.[yJ conflict if x = y. i <> j. and the operation p and q are of conflicting
type That is. two locks conflict if they are on the same data item, they are issued by different trans-
actions and one or both operations are write locks

4 2.1.1 Two Phase Locking. In this scheme, restrictions are imposed on the acquisition and relin-
quishment of locks in order to produce only serializable histories by a scheduler which follows the res-
trictions. The rules for two phase locking are.

1. Before scheduling an operation the scheduler tests if pl.[x] conflicts with some ql.[x] that is
already set. If so. it delays p;[x]. forcing T. to wait unth it can set the lock it needs If not.
the scheduler sets pli[x]. and then schedulesipli[xj

2. Once the scheduler has released a lock for a transaction, it may not subsequently obtain any
more locks for that transaction on any database entity.

The first rule prevents two transactions from concurrently accessing a database entity in
conflicting modes It is assumed that setting and releasing the locks themselves are guaranteed to be
atomic. The second rule enforces the two phase property - a growing phase in which locks are
acquired without releasing any lock and a shrinking phase which starts with the first unlock operation
and during which a transaction releases locks without acquiring any more locks.

It can be shown that all histories generated by any scheduler which conforms to the rules of tvio
phase locking stated above are serializable.

4.2.2 Non-Locking Strategies

Locking protocols involve the overhead of requesting a lock every time a database entity is
accessed. Transactions may get blocked and have to wait for the locks to be released by other trans-
actions. As an alternative to locking, a variety of synchronization protocols have been proposed which
produce serializable schedules.

4.2.21 7 mestamp Ordering. A timestamp is a unique system wide number which is assigned to
a transaction and is chosen from a monotonically increasing sequence. Usually it is generated by a
clock (with an appropriate least count) or a number that is incremented at the time of its generation.

A timestamp is essentially used in two ways. First. it is used to determine the currency or out-
datedness of a request with respect to the data it is operating upon. Second. it is used to order
events (requests) with respect to one another.
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In timestamp ordering, a unique timestamp (ts) is assigned to each transaction as it enters the
system (or when its first operation is scheduled). The timestamp associated with a transaction is
attached to each operation of the transaction Therefore the timestamp of an operation o.[x] is noth-
ing but the timestamp of the transaction Ti. A scheduler following the timestamp ordering protocol
simply orders conflicting operations according to their timestamps. More precisely, it enforces the fol-
lowing rule:

if pi x and qj[x] are conflicting operations then pi[x] is processed before qj[xj if" ts(Ti) < ts(T)

It can be shown that if H is the execution history produced by a scheduler obeying the above rule.
then H is serializable

4222 Optimistic Protocols. Optimistic approaches to synchronization offer maximum con-
currency with the underlying assumption that the conflicts among transactions are rare and conflicts
are exceptions rather than routine. A transaction always executes (albeit tentatively) concurrently
with other transactions without any synchronization check. However. before a transaction s updates
are made final (visible to other transactions). it is certified (or validated). It is the certification phase
that determines vhether there is a conflict and the transaction should be aborted and backed out or if
it can be committed.

In most of the optimistic methods [KUNG81I the execution of a transaction is divided into three
phases read phase. validation phase and write phase. Read phase corresponds to the execution of a
transaction making local changes Validation phase precedes the write phase (making changes visible
to other transactions). Improvements. in the form of transaction analysis. have been proposed to clas-
sify transactions into read-only and update categories

4.2.3 Deadlock and Livelock

These situations occur potentially in systems where some form of synchronization is used in exe-
cuting transactions (processes in general) concurrently. Deadlock is a situation in which two or more
transactions are in simultaneous wait state each waiting for one of the other to release locks before it
can proceed Livelock is a situation where a transaction T waits forever, waiting for a lock. even
though there are unlimited number of times when T might have been given the lock it needed
Livelock is also equated with cycle restart where a transaction is aborted every time it tries to acquire
a lock only to be restarted to encounter the same situation

Two phase locking does not guarantee freedom from deadlocks. A deadlock condition is com-
pletely characterized by wait-for graphs IHOLT72. RYPK791. Two philosophies are generally used in
overcoming deadlocks- deadlock prevention and deadlock detection and resolution Timestamp order-
ing and optimistic protocols do not have to deal with the problem of deadlock as deadlock is impossible
in these cases.

Livelock can occur in all the concurrency control mechanisms discussed above and must be
avoided using suitable techniques

The above succinct summary is provided for the sake of completeness A parallel study on tem-
poral properties is being conducted along with this study which will address deadlock and livelock
issues in greater detail
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4.2.4 Verification of Serializability

Verification of serializability even by model-theoretic means. has turned out to be a non-trivial
task as illustrated by the proof of the SDD-1 protocols [BERN80 Formally specifying and verifying
serializability appears even more difficult. As a first step. we make an attempt to formally specify a
well-understood and widely used concurrenc.j control mechanism, namely, two-phase locking using an
experimental extension of the specification language SYSPECIAL This result is presented in Section
5 In that section we also discuss the experimental extensions that were introduced to SYSPECIAL to
model the two-phase locking protocol namely. a multilevel specification capability and the notion of a
trace

4.3 Security Issues in Centralized Transaction Processing

As discussed in the above sections the major thrust of transaction management :.as been from
the viewpoint of maintaining database consistency by avoiding interference caused by arbitrary inter-
leaving of transactions Strategies for synchronization have been developed for maximizing transaction
rate throughput and making the database highly available Security constraints and a need to enforce
them in an environment of shared access add a novel perspective to the problem of simultaneous pro-
cessing of transactions Since security considerations were not a factor that was considered in the
design of most concurrency contro mechanisms it is useful to analyze their behavior under the addi-
tional requirements of security We shall assume in this discussion that security policies can be
expressed in the form of constraints as illustrated in Section 3

In contrast to the abundant work on protocols for synchronization and their correctness little
work has been reported in analyzing security issues during concurrent execution of database trans-
actions As demonstrated in the literature on security. e.g [DENN86 DENN79. DENN85J. security
breaches can be very subtle and their total avoidance may not be possible Special engineering solu-
tions, such as encapsulation of certain functions may be required. Even so. a complete elimination of
security threats through such mechanisms as inference, may not be possible

Recent work [DENN861 on security issues pertaining to relational databases has concentrated on
mandatory security policies Multilevel derived relations (defined using the notion of a view supported
by a majority of systems based on the relational model) are presented as a means of separating the
base object (which is a base relation) and accesses to it through a reference monitor which is pro-
tected Various other aspects of relational databases such as the need for poly-instantiation. and the
need for the classification of consistency constraints themselves are also discussed

In this section we focus on the concurrency control mechanisms and try to identify their
shortcomings from a security point of view We try to identify what assumptions that underly the
traditional concurrency mechanisms are not valid in a secure environment and whether these mechan-
isms can be recast under security-related'constraints

4.3.1 Correctness with Respect to Security and Consistency

Concurrent processing of transactions satisfying security conditions/protocols poses a range of
problems that may void techniques traditionally used for enforcing correctness of database constraints
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The problem of correctness for security can be expressed as two subproblems:

a) Correctness of an individual transaction from the security viewpoint. and

b) Correctness (with respect to security) when consistency and security preserving transactions
are interleaved in an arbitrary manner (the interference problem)

4.3.1.1 Correctness of Individual Transactions. The first problem is that of showing that an indi-
vidual transaction does not violate any security constraints/policies if it is executed individually as an
isolated transaction. Before any effects of concurrent execution can be discussed. the correctness of
individual transactions has to be guaranteed.

The notion of atomicity can be extended to include security correctness in a straightforward
manner. This is the classical program verification problem and some of the techniques and automated
tools developed for that purpose are applicable here. Verification of a transaction [GARD79. SHEA86]
before its execution presupposes that the security requirements can be stated as pre- and post- condi-
tions using a formal declarative language (such as first order logic). It is evident from the discussion
of security policies (in section 3). that our approach enables us to capture security policies (mandatory
as well as discretionary) as constraints on an appropriate model of the database thereby making it
amenable to verification using the same tools for verification of consistency and security. Such a com-
mon framework is necessary if one intends to show compatibility between the security and the con-
sistency constraints.

It should be pointed out that any data access including read (not just the update) is sensitive to
security restrictions. Therefore. existing tools used for verification of individual transactions [SHEA86]
have to be modified.

It is obvious that not all restrictions can be stated as pre- and post- conditions that can be verified
statically at compilation time. As in database correctness. it is essential that one can express con-
straints that have condition(s) and compensatory action(s) associated with the conditions which need
to be applied when the conditions are violated. Situation action rules and triggers belong to this
category These provide alternatives to the default action of aborting a transaction once the condition
is violated As an example. if a referential consistency constraint were to refer to two attributes (in
different relations) with different security classifications, insertion of new tuples may have to be han-
dled using poly-instantiation which can be specified as the action.

An approach to the verification of security constraints is to partition the constraints into two
classes: those that are verifyable on the database state at compile time and others that have to be
verified at run time. Techniques that have been developed for program verification can be employed
for verifying compile time constraints. Ruh time verification of constraints (specified as situation
action rules or triggers) is currently an active database research area. Run time verification is compli-
cated by its interaction with synchronization mechanisms as well as recovery aspects Many of the
proposed solutions are application-specific. Hence. one has to approach this problem with caution, but
the techniques developed for database correctness will be extremely useful in the context of security
At the end of this section we discuss some of the implications of triggers and the corresponding
actions further.
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A second class of problems is derived from intermediate feedback given during the execution of a
transaction. Any response (output from the transaction. querying by the system. feedback produced
by a transaction. or any external action) produced during the execution of a transaction before its nor-
mal completion may provide a channel which may be used to compromise security. This entails that
the output of an active transaction (which has not committed yet) may have to be either seriously lim-
ited. delayed or undone in a manner consistent with security policies. This has ramifications in
interactive environments if the transactions cannot be verified to be correct (with respect to security)
prior to the start of the transaction.

There has been considerable interest in the area of informative answering [JANA81] wherein the
user is guided by the system which provides answers that are meaningful (have more context and
information) based on inferences the system draws about the intention of the user. The -extended"
queries are obtained via query modification techniques from semantic information usually stored in the
form of constraints. The opposite problem of "secure answering is related to the inference problem
that has been identified in secure environments and has received less attention. An interesting possi-
bility would be to use the unified framework for consistency and security together with techniques
employed in informative answering to identify better the threats derived from feedback to users and
the pattern of queries made by a user

In order to analyze the effect of outputs. it is useful to classify intermediate actions as internal

actions (that are reversible) and external actions (in turn divided into those that can be compensated
and those that are irreversible). Internal actions those that did not produce any visible action can
always be undone or compensated. Some external actions can be compensated for, although the cost
of doing so may be variable. For example compensating for overbooking a flight in economy class by
upgrading a passenger to first class is inexpensive. Having to blow up a missile that was fired by mis-
take is not. A case of irreversible external action would be the firing of a missile that has no self-
destruction mechanism. Unfortunately. external actions that violate security fall into the class of
irreversible external actions.

Internal actions of a transaction can be rolled back. External actions can be suppressed until their

effect is clear. For example. it is possible to suppress the sensitive parts of the output. An alternative
approach is to delay any feedback produced by a transaction until the transaction commits Though

this approach is suitable for 'batch' transactions. for transactions requiring user inputs, it is essential
to determine whether the output is security-sensitive or not.

The notion of transaction classes and their analysis may provide a means for determining -whether

to suppress or delay feedbacks produced by a transaction. If it is possible to classify transactions

based on the outputs and feedbacks embedded in the transaction. then policies can be stipulated for a
transaction rather than individual actions. This presupposes that a preanalysis of a transaction is
viable, as discussed before under transaction-class analysis. This class concept can also be used to

determine the mix of transactions that are being executed concurrently. The work of Stemple
[SHEA86] is relevant in this context since it provides the means to verify a transaction with respect to

a set of complex (but static) consistency constraints at compile time. If a common framework for
consistency and security constraints is used. then it is conceivable to use the same tools for
verification of consistency and security constraints.
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4.3.1.2 Correctness of Interleaved Execution of Transactions.

The second subproblem is that of defining synchronization mechanisms that eliminate interference
with respect to security when transactions are executed concurrently. Interference can arise both from
dynamic changes in the security rating and through normal access (read and write) to common data
Dynamic changes to classification can happen through a) sanitization and b) explicit change of
classifications (reclassification). It may be unreasonable to assume that all sanitization and
reclassifications take place in isolation in a shared database environment. Assumptions to the contrary
will simplify the interference problem but will not eliminate it.

To guarantee database consistency. the order of execution of transactions is not critical as long as
each transaction is consistent and interference among transactions is eliminated. Hence. serializability
does not have to guarantee the order of the execution of transactions. However. this assumption may
not be valid in secure environments in which on-line modification of any aspect of the security rating of
an object (r.w. or t) is required. In this case. alternate concurrency control mechanisms will be needed
that preserve the exact order of execution of transactions. for example. time-stamping mechanisms.

The very act of aborting a transaction may serve as a covert channel conveying some information
about the database entities accessed by that transaction (a change in the classification of data during
interleaved execution may abort a transaction that executed to completion earlier, or even the insertion
of a new tuple that impacts a constraint that has to be satisfied by that transaction)

It has been pointed out [Reed79] that the synchronization protocols using read- and write-locks are
potential inforrr -ition channels through which information can be tapped out by locking (or trying to
lock) data in a ,.jen pattern. This observation has serious ramifications. as most current implementa-
tions of database management systems use locking as a synchronization mechanism and a large
number of studies have analyzed variations of this generic method and their performance characteris-
tics. An alternative protocol based on event counts and sequencers [Reed79] has been proposed to
overcome this problem, Unfortunately. this method does not guarantee that a reader process will not
be starved To guarantee that a reader will not be starved, again an arbiter process would be required.
It appears that specially engineered solutions are required.

The use of locks acting as an information channel is predicated on the assumption that the locking
pattern is visible and somehow accessible to an unauthorized or malicious subject. One way to over-
come this problem is to encapsulate the monitor that manages the locking protocol and the lock table
itself in a secure module thereby making the locking pattern invisible. Also. it implies that the opera-
tions of locking and unlocking not be available as primitive operations at the user interface level, nor
that any information about the cause for an unsuccessful termination of a transaction be transmitted
to the user.

There is a parallel between optimistic protocols (described in Section 4.2.2.2) and the secure
readers-writers problem using eventcounts and sequencers for synchronization. In both cases serializa-
tion is relaxed and transactions execute without getting blocked initially. If a conflict is detected. then
one of the transactions is aborted (the reader in the case of event-counts). However. since this
method also depends on an arbiter during the validation phase. an engineering solution that isolates the
validator may be required. The advantage over locking protocols may be mostly a reduction of channel
bandwidth, not the complete elimination of the channel.

Both sequencers and optimistic protocols can benefit from transaction-class analysis. During
transaction-class analysis. similar transactions are studied as a class to identify other transaction
classes with which a given transaction-class is compatible. Compatibility in this context means that
the generic transactions touch only attributes which are non-conflicting with the attributes that are
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touched by the transactions in another transaction-class. Since no instances are analyzed and the
analysis can be performed off-line, the potential for tapping out information is greatly reduced Early
attempts of using transaction-class analysis are part of the SOD-1 system [BERN80. BERN81J

It appears that among existing alternatives, the safest approach is transaction-class analysis with
concurrent execution of non-conflicting transactions and serial execution of any potentially conflicting
transactions in time-stamp order. Any transaction that cannot be matched with a preanalyzed class
has to be treated as potentially conflicting with all others. Unfortunately. such an approach may
greatly degrade performance.

We have discussed above problems that arise during the concurrent execution of transactions in a
centralized environment. In the next subsection we extend the discussion to the distributed case

4.4 Security Issues in Distributed Transaction Processing

4.4.1 Types of Distributed Systems

There are a number of reasons for impiementing a particular application on a distributed system
one that incorporates and coordinates several distinct processor and storage sites. rather than on a
centralized system: high availability of data. quicker local responses. reliability and survivability.
integration of separate existing systems and accommodation of different local requirements. These
benefits can be realized by careful designs that respond to application requirements A good distri-
buted system design must take care to.

1. partition data correctly among the different sites.

2. maintain backup or redundant copies of critical data.

3 assign prime processing responsibility for particular requests to most efficiently use the
systems resources

4. minimize communications overhead.

5 efficiently analyze requests. decompose them for distributed processing. and integrate the
results.

6. make processing and data distribution as transparent to the users as possible. and

7. provide the option of a uniform user interface wherever possible.

There are different types of distributed systems, each suited to different requirements. Some sys-
tems are homogeneous -- all the local sites have identical (or very similar) configurations. while other
systems are heterogeneous -- the system consists of sites with different configurations Homogeneous
systems present far fewer problems of design and minimize the overhead in assigning processors
decomposing requests. and integrating results: heterogeneous systems allow the distributed system to
incorporate existing systems and to use specialized processors when needed Both homogeneous and
heterogeneous systems raise many of the same issues with respect to database consistency and secu-
rity. and in this section we will not distinguish between the types of systems unless specifically men-
tioned.
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Another difference among distributed system designs is the presence or absence of replicated data.
data which is stored redundantly at more than one site. Again. the choice of whether or not to include
replicated data must be made on the basis of tile application's requirements. Replicated data can pro-
mote higher data availability and survivability When one site or communication link fails. backup
copies of replicated data may be available at a different site. However, the presence of replicated data
introduces opportunities for inconsistencies and increases the overhead needed to process updates
These problems are particularly critical for sensitive SDI BM/C31 applications, the very applications for
which high availability and survivability are so necessary. This section will focus on the security
ramifications of the database consistency problems caused by replicated data.

First we discuss the general database consistency issues raised by distributed systems, then the
security issues raised by distributed systems. After a brief overview of existing standard database
approaches to distributed concurrency control. we discuss the consequences of a non-serializable
approach for a secure system

4.4.2 Database Consistency Issues

Database consistency constraints in a distributed system must be able to take into account data
at all the local sites The definition of consistency for a distributed database may involve complicated
relationships among data stored at different sites Distributed database concurrency control and repli-
cated data make the task of preserving database consistency even more complex in distributed sys-
tems.

Concurrency control is one of the fundamental issues in designing and implementing a distributed
system. While the key advantage of a distributed database system lies in the ability to simultaneously
process queries over the database. the problems of concurrency control found in a centralized system
are magnified in a distributed one. In addition to the general concurrency control problems described
above for centralized systems, a distributed system introduces communications delays and encourages
higher transaction volume

The mere presence of replicated data in a distributed database adds a new database consistency
issue: mutual consistency of the replicated copies. The motivation for replicated data was to provide
backup copies of data so that local site or communication failures would not halt processing: this goal
can only be realized if the backup data are accurate copies. In essence. this means that for every repli-
cated data item there is a new consistency constraint that mandates equality among all the copies

The interplay of concurrency control and replicated data is important for maintaining database
consistency. In weighing the relative importance of strict concurrency control against the need for fast
response and simultaneous processing. one of the prime factors is an applications need for strict
enforcement of database consistency constraints. Replicated data adds the constraint of mutual con-
sistency. so concurrency controls must be sensitive to the need for propagating replicated updates
The increased processing and communications necessitated by replicated updates increases the over-
head and delays introduced by the concurrency control procedures On the other hand, if concurrency
controls are relaxed, the enforcement of mutual consistency and other consistency constraints will also
be relaxed. The consequences of these trade-offs are discussed in the next section.
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4.4.3 Security Issues

In our framework. security policies are expressed as special database constraints. Therefore. most
security issues raised by the use of distributed systems can be seen as special cases of the database
consistency issues raised Security constraints. however, have a special role in a secure distributed
system. and so security issues merit special consideration. Unfortunately, the key role that security
plays may often make database consistency problems even more critical and complex. Security
requirements also pose some special problems of their own for distributed system design. We first
discuss discuss security issues as special cases of consistency and then outline the special problems
that they raise.

4 4 3.1 Special Cases of Consistency Security issues complicate the choice of a concurrency con-
trol strategy. In most systems that deal with security at all. security policies must be guaranteed to
be enforced at all times Partial or intermittent security enforcement is tantamount to no security
enforcement at all. To enforce any consistency constraints, including security constraints, synchroni-
zation among sites and the concurrency controls that go along with it must be very tight Security
violations may result from any improper read/write interleavings. even those that occur only momen-
tarily and are later repaired Of course. tighter concurrency controls will adversely affect availability
and response time

Similarly if requirements for mutual consistency are relaxed in order to allow for faster responses
and increased availability, security policies that refer to replicated data cannot be enforced with a high
level of confidence. If. for example. two copies of the same data item have different security
classification tags. even if just for a short while. a query at one site may be granted improper access
to the data item. Mutual consistency of critical replicated data. or limited blocking is imperative for
absolutely strict global security Great care must be taken in determining which data should be repli-
cated

4432 Special Security Considerations In contrast to standard database consistency security
enforcement is threatened by the use of covert channels and inferences based on system activities
Therefore. not all the security problems that a distributed system must address can be seen as special

cases of standard database consistency

443.2.1 Inference Problems When a database management system implements concurrency
controls and enforces consistency constraints some action must be taken to deal with improper trans-
actions. If a transaction is blocked by conflicting transactions already in progress. or if one of its
actions would violate a consistency constraint, the transaction is aborted (or possibly delayed) In the
traditional database system. transaction abortions and delays are tolerated as long as they dont lead
to a pattern of deadlock or starvation. In a secure database system. however, transaction abortions
and delays may take on a new significance. The mere fact of a transactions abortion or delay may
convey information about other transactions and about data not referenced explicitly within the trans-
action. If any information is stored in a system log about the reason for the abortion or delay. then
inferences may be made even more easily. A secure distributed system design. therefore. must make
sure that all logs. tra'es and return codes are suitably restricted
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A similar problem is presented when transactions invoke external actions i.e interactions with the
external world, An automatic teller withdrawal transaction that causes money to be dispensed. or an
update transaction that sends notification to a particular user or mailbox. gives information about its
progress to the outside world directly. Just as clever sequences of queries to the database may yield
information which can be used to infer more sensitive data. external effects of transactions can also be
used as a basis for inferring information about other transactions and data.

4.4.3.22 Time Ordering. A user's access to certain data may change when the data (or other
data referred to in a security constraint) changes. A user that may be allowed access to specific data
during normal operation may be denied access if that data becomes more sensitive during a crisis.
Therefore. implicit in the security policies is the stipulation that users only be granted access to certain
data at certain times. This largely hidden dependence on time may pose special problems for the con-
currency controls in a distributed database system

Serializability guarantees a result that appears the same as some serial execution L. 3nsactions
but it does not guarantee a strict time ordering. There is no reason to assume that the system will
not execute transactions out of the order in which they were submitted. In normal database applica-
tions. modifications of the actual time ordering may not present great problems. but sensitive applica-
tions may be affected.

The problem is particularly evident wlen looking at transactions which change security
classification tags as well as other data Suppose that a transaction changes a missile s status and
raises its security classification from SECRET to TOP SECRET. Slightly later. someone with a
SECRET clearance submits a query to read the missile's location. The system, in serializing the trans-
actions. executes the read before the status/level change Thus. the user with the SECRET clearance
can find out the location of a missile which should be TOP SECRET at the moment. This type of
scenario is probably not too likely with a single database system, but is more likely in a distributed
system. Because of communications delays, the increased possibility of essentially simultaneous trans-
action submission, and clock synchronization problems. transactions may well be run out of "real-world
order.' During a communications delay, the malicious SECRET user could get a telephone call (or
simply overhear a conversation) telling of the missile status upgrade and immediately submit a query
to read the missile's location, hoping for a serialization in which the query is processed first.

The problem with time-ordering and the need for high availability may suggest a non-serializable
concurrency control approach in the long term. The consequences of using non-serializable con-
currency control in a secure system are explored in the next section.

4.4.3.3 Security Consequences of Non-Seriqlizability. Some of the general advantages and disad-
vantages of non-serializable approaches to concurrency control have been mentioned above, but the
particular implications for a secure distributed system are discussed here. This line of thought is a
promising one for the medium and long term. and one that requires more work.
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4.43.3. 1 Advantages. The chief advantage of a non-serializable approach to concurrency control
is high local availability of data. Local access to data is allowed even when global serializability cannot
be guaranteed. Such high availability, including availability in the face of network partitions and
remote site failures, can be of tremendous importance in SDI BM/C31 applications. If data is assigned
to particular sites in accordance with real-world divisions such as security classifications and compart-
ments. the lack of guaranteed coordination with other sites may not pose large security problems.

The non-serializable approach to concurrency control is also a good candidate for use in a flexible
system. It is possible that a system may be designed so that it is able to switch concurrency control
procedures when the situation warrants. For example. it may be desirable to choose local datz . vaila-
bility rather than global consistency when the local system is operating in a crisis When normal
operation resumes. the system could revert to a serializable concurrency control strategy in which glo-
bal consistency would be assured at the expense of small delays in availability. Thus. if a threat is
perceived in the Pacific theater. the site containing relevant data may temporarily stop trying to syn-
chronize transactions with the site containing data about the Atlantic The high local availability for
the Pacific data may be of the utmost importance. even if it means that some replicated data at the
sites become mutually inconsistent

Another advantage of the non-serializable concurrency control in SHARD is that it imposes a strict
time-ordering on transactions While it allows for temporary inconsistencies, due to the lack of seriali-
zation, these inconsistencies are repaired to reflect the strict order of transaction submissions

4 4 3.3 2 Problems Serializability theory was developed precisely to avoid the type of interleav-
ings that can cause consistency constraint violations, Therefore. when serializability is not used. or
when it is given up temporarily, consistency constraints may well be violated. In particular. mutual
consistency of replicated data is likely to be comprom-sed As mentioned before. mutual consistency is
very important for global security. In designing a secure distributed system, then. it is important to
determine which parts of the schema the security constraints will need to read and to weigh the impli-
cations of replicating the relevant data. While it may be tempting to replicate such critical data to
increase availability and performance. the price of such a decision may be either blocking (in the case
of serializable concurrency control) or occasional inconsistencies (in the case of non-seriafizble con-
currency control).

When a non-serializable concurrency control strategy is used. there must be some way of repairing
or handling the database inconsistencies that may arise. This need leads to a number of possible secu-
rity problems.

In order to repair inconsistencies, a database system may need to store a significant amount of
information about which transactions have taken place and what their results were. Therefore. the
possibility of covert channels and inference may be more serious when non-serializable concurrency
control is used. Furthermore. to repair inconsistencies transactions may need to be undone and re-
executed. If these actions are observed, whether through a log or through a clever sequence of reads.
there are new possibilities of inference.

The methods used to repair inconsistencies may themselvei create problems in a secure distri-
buted system Undoing and re-executing transactions significantly later than the initial execution may
always present apparent anomalies that may be disconcerting to users. When sensitive data is
involved, users may feel even less comfortable with and confident in the system,
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Inconsistencies among data can have a cascading effect, making dependent data accessed by other
transactions questionable. The algorithms used to reconcile inconsistencies may need to access many
data items (especially logs) that were not directly read or written by the original conflicting trans-
actions. If the system must restrict its analysis to certain subsets of the database. because of security
considerations. the algorithms may be complicated further. The actions taken to analyze the trans-
actions. and the intermediate results. must be protected from unauthorized observation. Furthermore.
the additional overhead for analyzing, logging. undoing. and re-executing transactions will add even
more delays to those already caused by the overhead for security checks.

The theory of serializability has provided the formal framework for proving correctness of
schedulers in database management systems. To demonstrate the correctness of a scheduler which
can generate schedules that are correct both from the consistency and the security points of view. a
sin,lar theory for security/consistency correctness is needed.

4.5 Flexible Evaluation of Consistency Conditions

in Section 2 3 we proposed flexible evaluation of consistercy conditions as a way of avoiding

conflicts between security and consistency and also as a mechanism that ensures higher availability
Possible conflicts between security and consistency are identified in Section 3. Here we discuss in
more detail the issues of deferred evaluation of consistency conditions and of alternate actions.

4.5.1 Timing of Consistency Condition Evaluation

Traditional consistency condition evaluation calls for the evaluation of consistency conditions at
update time and before commit of the transaction. In previous subsections we noted the need for

additional specification of timing in the evaluation.

A more drastic departure from typical consistency condition enforcement is the notion of deferred

evaluation of consistency conditions. In deferred evaluation, consistency conditions are not evaluated
as data are updated Instead. the update is performed but the data that were touched are marked as
"unreliable". since no guarantee exists that they are in conformance with the consistency conditions

Unreliable data can be cleaned later by applying the consistency verification.

Several advantages are derived from deferred consistency condition evaluation:

Databases that are populated incrementally may have consistency conditions defined over data
that have not yet been input. With traditional consistency condition enforcement methods. this would
mean that data could either not be input, or that a long transaction would have to be defined, possibly
spanning days. while the necessary data were all input. This is unsatisfactory. because it doesn't allow

population of the database by several subjects that have to supply data independently, Every time the
consistency condition is evaluated as partial data are input, the evaluation fails A long transaction
blocks the database for too long a time. Therefore. consistency validation can be deferred until the
time when all the data have been supplied, without bl-cking other users from accessing the data that
are already available. There is. however, a danger inv,..,ed in inserting unverified data. In engineering
design, the solution that was proposed [BUCH861. depends on marking unverified data. The database
is slowly populated as data become available. Data that could not be validated are inserte.d but they
are marked as 'unreliable". Once all the elements necessary for consistency verification are available.
the consistency conditions can be tested and the mark can be removed, thereby upgrading the quality

status of the data If a consistency condition evaluation fails then all the data involved in the condi-
tion are reported as inconsistent and the intervention of an external agent may be required
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In a secure environment it is desirable to have consistency conditions defined over only one level
of classification. If this is not possible, then population of a database may present the same problems
as above, since some data are not accessible to the process or person inserting data. Deferring evalua-
tion and marking data is a possible way of inserting data without compromising security. Consistency
condition verification can be performed by a trusted subject at a later stage. The same trusted subject
would be responsible for resolving conflicts. The user need not be aware of certain constraints for
which he is not cleared. and by performing the transaction as if no violation had occurred, the user
cannot infer any information through denial of service.

In a distributed environment in which high availability is critical, such as some command and con-
trol systems. deferred evaluation of consistency conditions can improve availability. For example. a
consistency condition may require for its verification data that reside on another node. Again. the
update may proceed but the data involved are marked as unreliable until the consistency condition is
evaluated and found correct. If the consistency condition test fails. then the need for undoing the
transaction arises, possibly with a ripple effect. Also. any transaction that uses unreliable data to
obtain new data should propagate the mark to the data it generated. In this scheme, data must be
cleaned at reasor..bly short intervals, to mitigate the risk that contaminated data could corrupt the
whole database.

It has been suggested that for certain applications, such as SDI. different security policies may
have to be enforced at peace time and during a battle [DRC861 The rationale is that during peace
time the timeframe for penetration is large but the load on the system is low therefore. security
mechanisms can be slower and consume more resources than during a battle when the timeframe for
penetration is small and the load on the system is high Deferred evaluation of consistency conditions
is certainly an area in which performance during a crisis situation can be boosted without compromis-
ing security. Unfortunately. existing database systems do not allow for selective deactivation of the
consistency enforcement mechanisms. and the danger. as described above. is a gradual degradation of
the databases consistency.

Determining when consistency conditions have to be evaluated is both a policy and a database
design issue The design tools for such a system should be able to capture timing information associ-
ated with a consistency condition and whether enforcement can be deferred or not

4.5.2 Alternate Responses to Consistency Violations

Existing database management systems provide only one standard response to violations of con-
sistency conditions namely the abort of a transaction It is interesting to look at how alternate actions
can improve the flexibility of a system. how this is especially useful in a secure environment, and what
the implications are for specification tools.

In the previous subsection we saw how deferral of evaluation can boost performance and how it

can provide a mechanism to circumvent conflicts between security and consistency Another mechan-
ism that is useful is the invocation of alternative actions in response to a consistency condition viola-
tion.

When a security condition is violated by a transaction and the system traps the attempted access.
alternate actions are useful. Responses may range from the notification of the security officer. or the
system may consult the subjects history of attempted violations to determine what further action to
take. This action could be simple recording of the attempted violation or. if a pattern was detected. it
could trigger more serious action.
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Recently. proposals were made concerning the relaxation of consistency conditions in response to
a violation [BORG85. BUCH86]. The motivation for defining exceptions is that consistency conditions
are only useful if they are narrowly defined. For example. a consistency condition on salary that spans
from 1.000 to 1.000.000 will most likely be useless to detect errors. Therefore. it has been proposed
to define consistency conditions narrowly but allow for exceptions.

Another reason for allowing exceptions is the conflict between two consistency conditions. Since
consistency conditions capture the semantics of the data. these conditions may conflict. For example.
in a design environment, two design rules. expressed as consistency conditions on the database. may
be generally valid. However. when they are both applied to the same case. they result in a conflict. In
such a case. one of the two rules may have to be violated. It is important to note that not all con-
sistency conditions are amenable to violation. It is necessary to distinguish between violatable con-
sistency conditions and non-violatable consistency conditions.

In a secure environment it is feasible to relax a consistency constraint in favor of security con-
straints. This means that a constraint hierarchy may be needed, or at least some ordering by priority

The implication of the previous discussion for any specification tools is that it is highly desirable
to have the possibility to specify for each consistency condition what actions ought to be taken in case
the condition is violated, and also for the constraints whether it is acceptable that it be relaxed
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5. SYSPECIAL: Extensions and Examples

5.1 Formal Specification Examples

In this section we present the results of our attempts to formally specify database and DBMS
constructs. We found that the database was easy to specify and that the resulting specification was
natural and readable. DBMS properties such as serializability were much more difficult. In the end we
did not specify serializability directly. Instead we were able to specify two phase locking and state
appropriate invariants. In this approach we rely on proofs in the literature that two phase locking, if
done correctly. insures serializability.

We chose to specify the examples in SYSPECIAL. extended as needed to express the necessary
concepts To accomplish the specification of two phase locking, we introduced the notion of a mul-
tilevel specification and of a trace Both of these notions. in the context of SYSPECIAL. are as of now
experimental However our success ,,ith them indicates that additional development is warranted
The multilevel specification is based on the original concept of HDM. Our approach is novel in that it
uses the notion of a trace to support procedural constructs in the mappings between levels

The first example describes a database and security level assignments It is specified using
SYSPECIAL without extensions The second describes a DBMS with a simplified database in order to
illustrate how transactions can be specified by means of a two-level specification and how the notions
of serializability and atomicity can be examined by means of a trace and two-phase locking

Some explanation of SYSPECIAL is in order. SYSPECIAL is a specification language derived
from HDM s SPECIAL [SILV79. SILV81]. It is a typed first-order language. with constructs to sup-
port integer arithmetic. sets. sequences and structures A specification describes a state machine by
describing the components of the state. called state-functions or VFUNs. and the state-changing
operations also referred to as OFUNs (which dont return a value) and OVFUNs (which do) A
SYSPECIAL specification consists of a number of (optional) sections TYPES PARAMETERS
DEFINITIONS ASSUMPTIONS. LEMMAS. INVARIANTS. CONSTRAINTS. and FUNCTIONS

The TYPES sections introduce the types In these examples. there are only two type classes
used - PENDING and STRUCTures PENDING introduces an abstract data type STRUCT OF
introduces a record type akin to PASCAL's records The PARAMETERS section introduces functions
and constants whose values dont depend on the state. Parameters are frequently used to give struc-
ture to PENDING types. DEFINITIONS provide a mechanism by which auxiliary (mathematical) func-
tions may be defined

ASSUMPTIONS. LEMMAS. INVARIANTS and CONSTRAINTS are all statements about the
state machine (and its implementation). The ASSUMPTIONS section is used to specify requirements
on the implementation which are then available as axioms when reasoning about the system Lemmas
are statements that follow from the rest of the specification and may be useful in verifying invariants
and constraints Invariants are statements that are valid for all possible states of the state machine
They are proved inductively starting from the initial state and considering all the operations for the
inductive step Constraints are statements that are valid for all the operations. Constraints typically
describe a relation that holds between the old state and the next state of the state machine
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The FUNCTIONS section declares the state-functions (VFUNs) and operations of the
specification The VFUNs can be viewed as arrays indexed by their arguments VFUNs may have an
INITIALLY section which describes constraints on its initial value. Operations (OFUNs and OVFUNs)
are the state-changing functions Oper.tions have arguments. a return value (for OVFUNs) and four
optional subsections DEFINITIONS. ASSERTIONS. EXCEPTIONS and EFFECTS. The definitions
section is identical to the global definitions, but can refer to the input arguments The assertions sub-
section specifies a list of conditions that must be guaranteed by any program calling the given opera-
tion. in reasoning about the operation. these conditions can be assumed The exceptions section is a
list of exception conditions: if any of the exception conditions is true when the operation is invoked.
the operation returns immediately with a notification of the raised exception.

5.2 Modeling a Database in SYSPECIAL

This example illustrates one way of modeling a database in SYSPECIAL The database schema
we chose to model is

Employee (SSN. Emp-name. Emp-address, department, clearance)
Projects (Proj-id. Mgr-SSN, department. classification.

location, travelfunds)
Trip (Trip-id. origin, destination, date-left, date-arrived,

contact, charges)
Proj-Empl (SSN. Proj-id)
Proj-Trip (proj-id, Trip-id)

In addition to modeling the above database. we model security level assignments to the database
entries These assignments are provided for each data item. not for records. attributes databases or
types. We chose this approach because it has the highest granularity, lower granularities can be
specified by means of assumptions. as illustrated toward the end of this example.

The records of the database have STRUCTure types. and the database is modeled as five VFUNs
corresponding to the five relations given above. Each of these takes as input a record of the appropri-
ate type and returns a boolean value indicating whether the record is in the database Note that there
are no operations. so we are modeling only a database. not a DBMS

Note that the database model is natural and direct. The record types correspond to the intention
of the specified relation. The associated VFUNs correspond to the extension of the relation The set
of all the specified record types forms the database schema, the set of VFUNs constitute the actual
database.

TYPES

San. Name. Address. Dept, ProjID, TripID. Date : PENDING:

Employee: STRUCTOF(ssn:Ssn; name:Name; address:Address;

dept:Dept; clearance:SL);
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Project: STRUCTOF(proj:ProjID; mgr-ssn:Ssn; resp-dept:Dept;
classification:SL; location:Address;

avail-travel: IITEGER);

Trip: STRUCTOF(trip:TripID; origin. destination:Address;
date-left, date-arrived:Date;
contact:Name; cost: INTEGER);

Project-Employee: STRUCTOF(pessn:Ssn; peproj:ProjID);

Project-Trip: STRUCTOF(pt.proj:ProjID; pt-trip:TripID);

FUN CTIONS

VFUII employeedb(e:Employee) -> b:BOOLEAN;

VFU:: projectdb(p.Project) -> b:BOOLEA:7.

VFUN trip-db(t:Trip) -> b:BOOLEAN:

VFU!! project-employeedb(pe ProjectE-ploy°ee) - bBOOLEAII;

VFUII project.trip-db(pt:ProjectTrxp) -> b:BOOLEAH;

For secure environments it is necessary that data in the database carry a classification tag. There
are different ways of assigning security levels to data depending on the desired granularity: the same
classification tag for all data in a relation, the same classification for all the instances of an attribute in
a relation the same classification for all the data values in a tuple, or individual classification tags for
each atomic value (at the attribute level) in the database. We chose the last form for flexibility rea-
sons For reasons that are explained in earlier sections. each tag consists of a triplet of security attri-
butes a read-sensitivity label. a write-sensitivity label, and a trustworthiness label.

In order to specify security level assignments for each atomic value, we have declared an associ-
ated attribute type for each database record type. This type merely indicates the field names of the
associated records In the ASSUMPTIONS section we demonstrate how to specify security level
assignments at lower granularities by asserting that the security level for a given item is the same as
that of another related item. There are other kinds of assumptions specified. these are explained by
comments preceding them,

The security level assignments are specified as VFUNs instead of PARAMETERS. this is to allow
for upgrading and downgrading of data Note that an employee's clearance is not necessarily equal to
the security level assigned to the clearance field, for instance, if badge color is used to indicate the
clearance of employees, then the security level assigned to the clearance information is unclassified

The specification of a relation with its security tags is the following,
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TYPES

RS PENDING; /* Read-sensitivity */

WS PE!DI1G, /* Write-sensitivity */

TW PENDING; /* Trustworthiness -/

SL STRUCT.OF(rs:RS; ws:WS; tw:TW); /* Security tags */

Employee-Attributes: {ssn. name. address, dept. clearance}

Project-Attributes: (proj. mgrssn, resp.dept. classification,

location. avail-travel};

TripAttributes: {trip. origin, destination, date-left,
date-arrived, contact, cost),

ProjectEmployeeAttributes: {pe-ssn, pe-proj};

ProjectTripAttributes: {pt-proj, pt-tripY:

PARAMETERS

unclassified: SL

FUNCTIONS

VFUN employee-sl(e:Employee; a:EmployeeAttribute) -> sl:SL;

VFUN projectsl(p:Project; a:Project.Attribute) -> sl:SL;

VFUN trip-sl(t:Trip; a:TripAttribute) -> sl:SL;

VFUN project-employeesl(pe:Project.Employee.

a:ProjectEmployeeAttribute) -> sl:SL;

VFUN project.trip.sl(pt:Project.Trip;
a:ProjectTripAttribute) -> sl:SL;

ASSUMPTIONS

/* If an employee works on a project.

his clearance - project's classification ./

FORALL p:Project; e:Employee;

project-employee-db(STRUCT(pessn:e.ssn. pe.proj:p.paroj)) =>

project.db(p. classification) a employee-db(e, clearance)
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/* Uniqueness of key (ssn) for employees */

FORALL e., e2:Employee;
el.ssn n e2.ssn => el a e2;

/* Modeling security level assignments for employee-db

at the database level */

FORALL e:Employee; a:EmployeeAttributes;
employee.sl(e. a) a unclassified;

/* Modeling security level assignments for trip,

project-employee and project-trip records.

These security levels are assigned

at the record (ro-.s) ie'e! /

FORALL t:Trip; a:TripAttributes;
tripsl(t. a) - trip-sl(t. trip);

FORALL p-ProjectEmployee; a:ProjectEmployeeAttributes;
projectemployee.sl(p, a) - project.employee.sl(p. pessn);

FORALL p:ProjectTrip; a:ProjectTripAttributes;

Project-trip-sl(p. a) - Projecttrip-sl(e. pt-proj);

/* Modeling security level assignments for the project.db
at the attribute (columns) level. */

FORALL pt, p2:Project; a:ProjectAttributes;

project-sl(pl. a) - project-sl(p2, a);

5.3 Modeling a DBMS in an Experimental Extension of SYSPECIAL

In this example we show how to model a mechanism for ensuring serializability for transaction
processing. The mechanism is two phase locking.

Treatment of serializability seems to require concepts that go beyond the basic ingredients of a
state machine, i.e.. state variables and state changing operations. It is concerned with a scheduling
problem and therefore is at heart procedural. It seems that a natural way to model such problems in

the context of a state machine is to enhance the state machine concept with the notion of an execution
history or trace.
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A trace captures the history of the machine. We will think of it as a sequence of operations with
a first (dummy) operation which initializes the state How are the "sequence" and "operations" i.e..
elements of the sequence to be modeled 7 For purposes of specification. the concrete representation is
unimportant, We will view the trace as an abstract data type with operations and relations.

Besides < < for modeling the time ordering and NEXT for modeling the immediate successor in
this ordering we will have the concept of an identifier for an instance of an operation and we will have
the concept of process or transaction identifier for grouping operations Below we suggest constructs
for such modeling in the context of SYSPECIAL We have introduced some extractor operations on
trace elements. Others may be introduced as we see the need for them

TRACE ELEMENT is a new built-in type for elements of the trace.

ID(te TRACE-ELEMENT) models the unique identifier of te

PID(te TRACEELEMENT) -> pid Pid
models the process (transaction) identifier of te

OP(te:TRACE_ELEMENT)
returns the name of the operation of te if the operation was successful If not it
returns information about the exception

ARG(te TRACEELEMENT. argARG)
returns the value of the input argument named arg for the operation of te (ARG
will be a built-in type consisting of the formal arguments of OFUNs in the
specification.)

IN STATE(te TRACE ELEMENT. vf.VFUN)
returns the value of vf in the oldstate component of te. (VFUN is a new built-in
type consisting of the names of the VFUN's in the specification

We believe an infix notation will be more convenient so we experiment with te-vf
as an alternative for INSTATE(te. vf) in the specification below

OUTSTATE(te TRACE ELEMENT. vf VFUN)
returns the value of vf in the newstate component of te.

We also introduce two additional specification concepts: TRACE ASSUMPTIONS and
TRACE INVARIANTS. TRACE ASSUMPTIONS are axioms concerned with the trace They are
requirements on the implementation and can be used as axioms in reasoning about the specification
TRACE INVARIANTS are properties of the trace that are provable from the specification The follow-
ing is an example of a two-level specification. The top level defines a state machine with a single.
state-changing operation. a database transaction called "move". We've chosen this transaction rather
than one like "modify" because it involves changes to two records in the database and thus allows us
to better exemplify two phase locking.

In this example. besides experimenting with the trace concept we are also experimenting with
development of multilevel specifications as envisioned by HDM. HDM views each level of a
specification as a state machine, a higher level is implemented by the levels below it. For purposes of
this discussion we will assume that a level is implemented by the next lower level. The levels are
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connected by mappings which describ ne impkementation. These mappings are to be written in a
language with procedural constructs. 1.- procedural constructs can be used to provide the implemen-
tation for operations at the top level ii terms of operations at the lower level In this example we
experiment with only one procedural construct. SEQ. which models sequential invocation.

The intention of the top level specification is that the implementation has only one kind of state-
changing operation and that any state change occurs as a result of a completed invocation of this
operation Another way of saying the latter is that the operation is atomic.

The second level includes locks and implements "move" in terms of more primitive operations.
Serializability (implied by the locking mechanism) at the second level yields atomicity at the top level.

The requirement of atomicity on the higher level operations translates to a requirement of serial-
izability at the lower level. More precisely. one has to show that for every sequence of state changing
operations at the lower level there is a legal trace of the upper level machine such that the state
changes induced on the upper level state through the mappings by the lower level sequence is
equivalent to the state changes recorded in the legal trace. This description assumes that the mapping
from an upper level state variable to a lower level state variable induces a function from values of the
lower level variable to the values of the upper level variable. Thus a change in the lower level variable
induces a unique. possibly trivial, change in the upper level variable.

5.3.1 The Top Level Module

Our specification is divided into two levels The top level models a database as a sequence of
data indexed by the type. Surrogate This view of the database assumes that every surrogate has a
slot in the database. The parameter nonexistent, is used to indicate unused slots. The exact form of
the data is unimportant for this example so we leave it unspecified. The top level has only one state
variable. db. the database, and only one state operation, move. mo~e(surI.sur2) copies the contents
of the surl to sur2 and deletes the contents of surl

,MODULE top-level

TYPES

Surrogate: PENDING.
Data: PEIDING,

PARAMETERS

nonexistent: Data, /* indicates an unused surrogate in the DB.
Both the DB and buffers are modeled as
containing records for all surrogates /

FUNCTIONS

VFUNJ db(sur:Surrogate) -> data Data,

OFUN move(surl,sur2:Surrogate)
EXCEPTIONS

db(surl) - nonexistent;
EFFECTS
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'db(sur2) - db(surl);

'db(surl) - nonexistent;

ENDMODULE top-level;

5.3.2 The Second Level Specification.

This level specifies the rudiments of a DBMS The DBMS uses two phase locking to achieve
serializability for transactions which may run concurrently. The mapping from the top level to the
second level is trivial in the sense that everything at the top level except the OFUN. move. is repeated
at the second level. The OFUN move is implemented at the secondlevel using the experimental SEQ
construct.

The only new type at this level is Pid. Pid will be used to identify transactions. It will be passed
as a parameter to every state changing operation This parameter passing is only one way of keeping
track of operations done on behalf of a transaction Another would involve setting a VFUN. but the
approach we have adopted seems more likely to extend to the context of a distributed database

Three additional state variables. readlock. wntelock and buffer are introduced at this level
Readlock is a two dimensional array modeled as a Boolean Since many transactions can simultane-
ously read the same data. we need both a surrogate and pid index. Writelock is a unary function on
surrogates which returns a pid We use this representation since only one transaction at a time can
have a writelock on any particular data item. Buffer is similar to db. but every transaction is entitled
to its own buffer. so buffer is indexed by both Surrogate and Pid.

Two additional PARAMETERS. free and empty are introduced here. Empty is like nonexistent.
It indicates that a data item corresponding to a surrogate has not been written into a buffer. Free is a
dummy value of Pid to indicate the absence of a writelock.

Under ASSUMPTIONS we indicate some of our intention for the PARAMETER empty. namely
that it is not used as a value for the db VFUN

As for our state changing operations (OFUNs) setreadlock and set writelock. clear readlock and
clear writelock are self-explanatory.

Read(sur. pid) reads a data item from the database to a buffer.

Modify(sur. data. pid) sets buffer(sur. pid) = data

Delete(sur. pid) sets buffer(sur, pid) = nonexistent.

Commit(pid) updates the database with the appropriate contents of the buffer corresponding
to pid.

The exceptions on these operations ensure that the locks have their intended effects.
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MODULE second-level

TYPES

Pid: PENDING;
Surrogate: PENDING;

Data: PENDING;

PARAMETERS

free: Pid; /* free is a dummy value used to indicate the

absence of a writelock */

empty: Data; /* indicates an unused surrogate in the buffer.

The commit OFUN will leave db items unchanged
if their surrogates correspond to empty data

in the buffer. /

nonexistent: Data;

ASSUMPTIONS

empty nonexistent,

FORALL s:Surrogate; db(s) -= empty;

FUUCTIONIS

VFUI readlock(sur:Surrogate, pid.Pid) -> set:BOOLEA:,

INITIALLY set = FALSE;

VFUN writelock(sur:Surrogate) -> pid Pid,

INITIALLY pid - free;

VFUN buffer(sur:Surrogate; pid:Pid) -> data:Data;

INITIALLY data - empty;

VFUN db(sur:Surrogate) -> data:Data.

OFUN set-readlock(sur:Surrogate pid.Pid).

ASSERTIONS

pid -- free;

EXCEPTIONS
writelock(sur) -- free;

EFFECTS
'readlock(sur, pid) - TRUE,

OFUN setwritelock(sur Surrogate. pid:Pid);

ASSERTIONS
pid - free;
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EXCEPTIONS
writelock(sur) -a free);
EXISTS p:Pid (p - pid AND readlock(sur, p) = TRUE);

EFFECTS
'writelock(sur) = pid;

OFUII read(sur:Surrogate; pid:Pid);
ASSERTIONS

pid -- free;
EXCEPTIONS

db(sur) - nonexistent;
"readlock(sur. pid);

EFFECTS
'buffer(sur.pid) a db(sur);

OFUN modify(sur:Surrogate; data:Data: pid:Pid);
ASSERTIO!S

pid -a free;

EXCEPTIONS
data - nonexistent OR data = erpty,
db(sur) - nonexistent;

EFFECTS
'buffer(sur,pid) z data;

OFUN delete(sur:Surrogate; pid:Pid);
ASSERTIONS

pid -a free;

EXCEPTIONS
db(sur) - nonexistent;

EFFECTS

'buffer(sur.pid) a nonexistent;

OFUN commit(pid:Pid);

ASSERTIONS
pid -a free;

EXCEPTIONS
EXISTS s:Surrogate;

writelock(s) -- pid AND buffer(s.pid) -= empty;

EFFECTS
FORALL s:Surrogate;

IF buffer(s.pid) -- empty

THEN 'db(s) - buffer(s,pid)
ELSE 'db(s) - db(s);

OFUN clear-readlock(sur:Surrogate; pid:Pid);
ASSERTIONS

pid -a free;
EFFECTS

'readlock(sur, pid) - FALSE;
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OFUN clear-.writelock(sur:surrogate; pid:Pid);
ASSERTIONS

pid '- free;
EXCEPTIONS
writelock(sur) -upid;

EFFECTS
.writelock(sur) free;

TR.ACE.ASSUMPT IONS

/* Pid arguments *PID of trace *
FORALL x: TRACE.,ELEMEIT;

ARG(x~pid) a PIDWx;

INVARIANTS

' 10 read-,..rite conflict/
FORALL s:Surrogate; pl:Pid.-

C(EXISTS p2 Pid:
(p2 -- p1 AN1D readloc.'-(s, p2)) a.ritelock~s) -=p1);

INO write-write conflict -/
FORALL s:Surrogate; pl~p2:Pid;

(pi - writelock(s) AND p2 -wrijtelock(s) -> pi - p2);

TRACE.,INVARIANTS

FORALL s:Surrogate. p.Pid, x.TRACE-.ELEMEI:T
((OPWx - read AND PIDWx - p AND ARG(x.sur) - s)
Z> xhreadlock(s, p) ):

FORALL p:Pid, .: TRACE-ELE:E: T.
(COPWx- commit AND P10(x - p)

=> FORALL s:Surrogate;
(butfer(s,p) -- empty AND buffer(s.p) -udb(s))

Z> x'writelock(s) - p))

TRANSACTIONS

move(surl.sur2:Surrogate, pid:Pid) IS
ASSERTIONS

pid -a free,-
EXCEPTIO0NS

db(surl) a nonexistent;

SEQ
set-.readlock(surl .pid),
set..writelock(sur2.pid);
read(surl .pid);
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modify(sur2.buffer~surl) ,pid);
set-.writelock(surl .pid);
delete(surl .pid);
coinmit(pid);
clear..readlock(isurl .pid);
clear-writelock~surl .pid);
clear-.writelock(sur2.pid);

ENDSEQ;
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6. Summary

In this study we analyzed the problem of database consistency and its interactions with security
and applied a powerful specification tool. SYSPECIAL. to obtain initial specifications of a database and
the rudiments of a DBMS To do this SYSPECIAL was extended to include some additional general
constructs.

Database consistency was studied in its full range. from declarative consistency constraints to
transaction processing. both in a centralized and a distributed environment. The security implications
of newer concurrency control techniques that do not rely on the weil-studied principle of serializability
have also been discussed. A framework for integrated handling of database consistency and security
was proposed and notions. such as integrity, were refined for use in the context of secure databases

The major accomplishments are:

I A unified framework for database consistency and security was established through declarative
specifications of database and security constraints. This unified framework will allow easier
testing for compatibility of consistency and security constraints and will make it possible to
use the same tools for analyzing consistency and security policy specifications

2 The unified declaration of security and consistency constraints encourages the use of adaptive
policies, since policies can be substituted by exchanging sets of constraints

3 The notion of integrity was refined for use in secure databases by splitting it into its two com-
ponents: write sensitivity and trustworthiness This division allows more precision in specify-
ing complex security policies.

4 The interaction of security and transaction management was studied. for centralized as well as
distributed systems Security implications were evaluated for serializable and some non-
serializable protocols.

5 SYSPECIAL was extended with the notions of a multilevel specification and a trace The mul-
tilevel specification is based on the original concept of HDM. The use of a trace is novel and
supports the mapping of procedural constructs between levels

6. Using the extended SYSPECIAL. it was possible to specify databases with their security and
consistency constraints in a natural way

7 The rudiments of a DBMS could be specified using the multilevel specification and the notion
of a trace. It was possible to specify a two phase locking protocol to guarantee serializability
The extensions are also useful for definition of other DBMS components. such as the log

8 Additional specification tool features that would be desirable have been identified. mainly a
technique for specifying alternate actions in response to database constraint violations and
mechanisms for specifying the exact timing of constraint evaluation within a transaction As a
support of the design process. tools that support the evaluation of compatibility among data-
base constraints both security and consistency. would be most useful
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